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Abstract 
 

Over the past decade, gallium-based liquid metals have attracted enormous attention, 

emerging as a new cutting-edge multi-functional material for reconfigurable electronics, 

soft robotics, microfluidics, and biomedical applications, based on utilizing the intrinsic 

advantages of liquid metal. These unique advantages that combine high electrical 

conductivity, thermal conductivity, biocompatibility, low mechanical compliance, and 

viscosity all-in-one make the liquid metal applicable for a tremendous number of 

applications. Moreover, the self-passivating oxide skin of the liquid metal in an ambient 

environment forms a unique core (oxide skin)-shell (liquid metal) structure and provides 

a new strategy for two-dimensional thin films with a thickness of a few nanometers. The 

reports on the liquid metal can be mainly divided into three categories: 1) liquid-metal-

based composite structures; 2) the core-shell strategy for thin films; and 3) 

electrochemical manipulation of the liquid metal in electrolyte. 

The liquid metal (LM) composites represent material systems in which LM alloys are 

either suspended as small droplets within a soft polymer matrix or mixed with metallic 

nanoparticles to form a biphasic composition, through which the electrical, dielectric, and 

thermal properties of composites can be controlled, thus enabling their applications in 

soft-matter sensing, actuation, and energy harvesting. Moreover, the fluidity and 

conductivity of the liquid metal make it suitable to be directly patterned (i.e., liquid metal 

ink) on various soft substrates (e.g., polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for ultra-stretchable 

electronics. Compared to the traditional electronics, which are typically composed of 

intrinsically rigid materials that have limited deformability, the liquid metal based soft 

electronics are highly flexible, stretchable, and conformable. Most importantly, they are 

capable of electrical self-healing, enabling their electrical functionality, even under severe 

damage. These properties and applications of liquid metal composites show great 
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potential for practical usage. 

The core-shell strategy is the concept of using a liquid metal as a reaction environment 

for atomically thin metal oxides. Co-alloying suitable reactive metals can form co-alloyed 

metal oxides at the metal-air interface. In addition to various metal oxides achieved 

through the co-alloying process, another class of functional metallic compounds, such as 

the Group IV monochalcogenides (MX, M = Sn, Ge, Pb, etc. and X = S, Se), can be also 

synthesized on the surface of the liquid metal in designed atmospheres (e.g., H2S). This 

strategy is also used for metal oxides of those metals with high melting points (e.g., Hf: 

2500 oC and Gd: 1585 oC) by alloying them (~1 wt%) into Galinstan with the help of 

grinding amalgamation. Moreover, the post-processing for the exfoliated oxide thin film 

can further expand the application of this strategy, such as the thin film of GaPO4 obtained 

with a following vapor phase reaction (300 – 350 oC, Ga2O3 film with H3PO4 in N2 

atmosphere). This strategy is novel and provides a programmable path to expand the 

synthesis of two-dimensional thin film. 

The electrochemical manipulation of the liquid metal is based on the manipulation of 

the surface tension of the liquid metal, thus realizing the controllable motion/deformation 

of the liquid metal. That is, the pure liquid metal has high surface tension (~ 550 mN/m), 

while the oxide layer on the surface will significant lower the surface tension and limit 

the fluidity of the liquid metal. Meanwhile, the oxide layer (e.g., Ga2O3) can be removed 

with acid/base (HCl/NaOH) solutions, regaining the high surface tension and water-like 

fluidity of the liquid metal. The dissolution of the oxide layer will fill the surface of the 

LM with negative charges, while the outer layer is positively charged, forming an 

electrical double layer. The manipulation involves the concept of simultaneous formation 

and dissolution of the oxide layer by applying an electric field on liquid metal in 

NaOH/HCl solution, which leads to the directional motion and deformation of liquid 
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metal. By placing the liquid metal between the electrodes (without contact), the electric 

field will change the charge distribution, thereby leading to an imbalance of the surface 

tension, which finally pushes the liquid metal to move. When the anode is inserted into 

the liquid metal, an oxide layer is expected to form on the surface. A critical voltage (~0.8 

V) is required for the formation of oxide layer, below which, the liquid metal adopts its 

equilibrium shape and forms an electric double layer. Once the oxide layer is formed, the 

surface tension of the droplet decreases significantly, leading to the deformation and 

spreading of the liquid metal. Through this, controllable motion is realized, and new 

phenomena are observed.  

Most reports have been focused on the potential applications of the liquid metal, while 

fundamental research on the liquid metal, such as its new rheological properties, the 

underlying mechanism of the deformation (i.e., surface tension and oxidation), and other 

types of exploration for new manipulation capabilities (e.g., electromagnetic interaction), 

has long been underestimated. 

Here, in this thesis, I found some new rheological properties and explored the non-

contact electromagnetic manipulation of liquid metal. Moreover, I have tried to reveal the 

underlying mechanism behind the deformation of the liquid metal by taking the electric 

current generated through the liquid metal as a clue. A screening effect that prevented the 

further oxidation of liquid metals has been demonstrated. The screening effect is induced 

when a liquid metal droplet deforms and surrounds the cathode, yielding a huge inner 

electric field within the electrical-double-layer to counter the external electric field. An 

analogous contact inhibition behavior of multi-droplets triggered by the screening effect 

was observed. The droplets are arranged to arrive at the cathode at the same time (e.g., 

tilted substrate), and they come into contact each other without merging and stop their 

deformation. Once they are separated by moving the cathode, the deformation process is 
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restarted. Moreover, a controllable heartbeat effect of liquid metal was realized. In this 

work, the experimental setup was modified for easier implementation compared to 

previous report. The heartbeat effect of liquid metal droplets in different sizes, stimulated 

by a small voltage of 1.5 V with various electrode positions, has been demonstrated. A 

beating factor k, the ratio of height to the diameter of droplets, was defined to characterize 

the periodic process within the balance of gravity with interfacial tension. This work 

optimizes the heartbeat effect of liquid metal and provides a fundamental insight into the 

beating process, as well as enabling potential fluidic and bionic applications, such as 

liquid actuators/pumps and soft robots. I also discovered that the liquid metal streams 

could be formed with the help of electrochemical oxidation by overcoming the Rayleigh–

Plateau instability. Moreover, a non-contact method of manipulation of free-falling 

cylindrical streams of liquid metals into unique shapes, such as levitated loops and 

squares, was explored. Such cylindrical streams can be made to form in aqueous media 

by electrochemically lowering the interfacial tension. The electrochemical reactions 

require an electrical current that flows through the streams, making them susceptible to 

Lorentz forces. Consequently, varying the position and shape of a magnetic field relative 

to the stream controls these forces. Moreover, the movement of the metal stream relative 

to the magnetic field induces significant forces arising from Lenz’s law that cause the 

manipulated streams to levitate in unique shapes. The ability to control streams of liquid 

metals in a non-contact manner will enable new strategies for shaping electronically 

conductive fluids for advanced manufacturing and dynamic electronic structures. 
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V and (b) Wire, 1.5 V. (c) Current-carrying liquid metal wire rotated by the Lorentz force 

within a magnetic field. (d) Schematic illustration of experimental setup, a blue piece of 
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Figure 4.2. The magnetic field distribution and the corresponding Lorentz force on the 
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Figure 4.3. The time evolution of the trajectory of the LMW at PM = -3 cm (a), the 
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Figure 4.4. Liquid Dynamics under Various Magnetic Fields and VRs. Sequence of 

photographs recording the motion of a liquid metal wire under different experimental 

conditions with the magnet center fixed at 0 cm, N pole outwards. (a) 2 l/s, 0.1 T; (b) 4 

l/s, 0.1 T; (c) 2 l/s, 0.2 T; (d) 4 l/s, 0.2 T. The square-shaped magnet is with 

dimensions of 5 × 5 × 0.5 cm3. (e) The changes of average velocity and diameter of LMW. 

The fourth stage is excluded from (e) as LM wire fully stops at the edge of magnet. 

 

Figure 4.5. Statistical Results for Elapsed Time and the Size of Path. (a) Elapsed time 

with circle angles. (b) the size of the path of LMW under different conditions, including 
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Figure 4.7. Role of Velocity on LMW Trajectory. (a) The velocity of LM pumped from 
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under the green line is the LMW. (b-e) and the typical trajectories under 0.1 T magnetic 

field at different positions with the N pole outwards. The dotted lines indicate the location 

and the shape of the magnet. 

 

Figure 4.8. The time evolution of the trajectory of the LMW at PM = -4 cm (a), the 

magnetic field distribution and the corresponding Lorentz force of the LMW at 0 s (b). 
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Figure 4.9. The magnetic field distribution and the corresponding Lorentz force of the 

LMW at PM = -6 cm. 

 

Figure 4.10. The liquid metal traces out the perimeter of the magnets, which are located 

behind the blue paper. The liquid metal can be configured into different shapes (a-d) and 

complicated magnetic field arrangements by using two circle magnets with diameters of 

3.5 cm, (e-h) N/S poles placed side by side with a distance of 0.5 cm; (i-l) N/S poles 

arranged vertically with a distance of 0.5 cm. The yellow dotted lines indicate the location 

and the sahpe of the magnet. 
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(b) 1cm/s, (c) 3cm/s. The images on the far right are the superposition of the first four 

snapshots. 

 

Figure 4.12. (a) The measured electrical current passing through the LMW and its 

comparison to the cases without the wire and with a copper wire under the same external 

voltage fixed at 1.5 V. (b) the diagram of electrons flow toward the nozzle. Here, I depict 

two oxidation reactions occurring at distinct positions, although in reality there are 

reactions occurring along the entire length. Consequently, the current increases along the 

length of the metal toward the direction of the nozzle due to the cumulative effect of 

oxidation along the length of the wire 

 

Figure 4.13. (a) Current versus time of LMWs with different length. (b) Statistical mean 

value of the current with different lengths measured in R2, which can be linearly fitted by 
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equation y = 53.4 + 1.933x. The external voltage is fixed at 1.5 V for all cases.  

 

Figure 4.14. Electrical current data of LMWs with magnet placed at different positions, 

(a-c) PM = 0 cm, (d-f) PM = -6 cm, (g-i) PM = -9 cm. The current value is synchronized 

with the periodically formation/disintegration of LMW. The inset figures in (a, d, g) are 

the frequency data through FFT of current. (b, e, h) are the first three cycles, and (c, f, i) 

show the current drop in the first cycle induced by Lenz’s law effect. The external voltage 

is fixed at 1.5 V for all cases.  

 

Figure 4.15. Current versus time of LMWs when a magnet placed at PM = 0 cm under 

different experimental conditions. (a) 2 l/s, 0.1 T; (b) 4 l/s, 0.1 T; (c) 2 l/s, 0.2 T; (d) 

4 l/s, 0.2 T. 

 

Figure 4.16. Current versus time of LMWs with a magnet placed at different positions. 

(a) PM = -4 cm; (b) PM = -5 cm; (c) PM = -6 cm and (d) PM = -9 cm. 

 

Figure 4.17. Calculated ration of inertial force and Lorentz force (He) when (a) magnet 

is placed at different positions, and (b) LMW is formed under different conditions with 

magnet placing at PM = 0 cm. 

 

Figure 5.1. (a) The configuration of one droplet. D stands for distance between 

electrodes. Different deformations triggered by (b) voltages with fixed electric field of 

1.5 V/cm, and (c) electric fields with fixed voltage of 5 V.  (d) the deformation over time 

of one liquid metal droplet, under voltage of 5 V and electric field of 1.5 V/cm. (e) 

Illustrated motion and equivalent circuit of the droplet. (f) Changes of velocity, surface 
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area size, and (g) electrical current of the droplet over three stages. 

 

Figure 5.2. (a) Surface charge distributions and motion analysis of the liquid metal 

droplet. (b) Equivalent circuit of the experimental setup: CA and RA are the electrical-

double-layer capacitance and the charge transfer resistance between the liquid metal and 

the solution; CC and RC are the electrical-double-layer capacitance and charge transfer 

resistance between the copper electrode and the solution; RE is the resistance of the 

electrolyte. The electrical-double-layer is divided into two subregions: the inner compact 

layer (CL) and the outer diffuse layer (DL). (c) Illustration of the charge distributions, 

and (d) the potential drop across the liquid metal and the copper electrode. 

 

Figure 5.3. Quantitative characterization of the capacitance and potential drop at the 

anode. (a) oxidation rate and dissolution rate of liquid metal droplet as it moves toward 

the cathode. (b) The corresponding thickness change of the oxide layer, with the inset 

showings the thickness and corresponding linear fitted curve from 0 to 8.5 s. (c) The 

changes of capacitance and (d) potential within the layers in stages 1 and 2. 

 

Figure 5.4. The measured electrical currents under different conditions. (a) fixed external 

voltage of 5 V. (b) Fixed electric field of 1.5 V/cm. 

 

Figure 5.5. (a) Statistical data and (b) calculated curves for the slopes of the electrical 

current changes at each stage under different experimental conditions.  

 

Figure 5.6. (a) The configuration of the two droplets. (b) Photographs show the 

deformation of the two liquid metal droplets. (c) Equivalent circuit of two droplets system 
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for the measurement of electrical current. (d) The electrical current and (e) the changes in 

surface areas of the two liquid metal droplets. 

 

Figure 5.7. (a) The configuration when the right side of the petri dish is titled. (b) The 

images show that the two droplets arrive at the static cathode at almost the same time with 

different deformation behavior. (c) The two droplets are manipulated (contact/separated) 

by the moving cathode. 

 

Figure 6.1. Working mechanism of the periodic beating effect of liquid metal. (a) 

Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. (b) Schematic illustration of interfacial-

tension-induced beating process. (c) Front and (d) top-view real-time images of THE 

beating effect of liquid metal. 

 

Figure 6.2. Statistical data for displacement (a) and diameter change (b) of the periodic 

beating of liquid metal with size of 14 mm at the position of 0 mm, the confinement ring 

16 mm in size, inset photographs show the heart-beating phenomenon. The blue and 

purple dashed lines delineate the specific parts of displacement and diameter waveform 

shown in c and d, respectively. (c, d) The waveform is well fitted by the sine function 

with frequency of about 6 Hz. 

 

Figure 6.3. Periodic beating effect for LMDs with different diameters from 8.5 to 14 mm 

with (a) different displacements and (b) various diameter changes. (c) The displacement 

and diameter changes, as well as (d) the frequency changes. 

 

Figure 6.4. Periodic beating effect with different anode positions. (a) Schematic diagram 
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of the anode-position-dependent beating process, with a negative value indicating that the 

anode moves downward. Corresponding displacement (b) and diameter (c) of LMDs at 

different position. 

 

Figure 6.5. (a) Displacement and (b) frequency of LMDs of different sizes with different 

anode positions. Modes I, II, and III stand for different beating shapes of LMDs, which 

are circular/elliptical, elliptical/triangular, and hybrid shapes, respectively. 

 

Figure 6.6. Height-diameter ratio of a static LMD in the equilibrium state due to the 

balance between gravitational pressure and Laplace pressure induced by interfacial 

tension. 

 

Figure 6.7. Statistical value of k for LMDs with different size beating at different anode 

position (PA). The blue curve represents the k value change of static state droplets without 

external voltage, while the new static state is achieved by the balance between gravity 

and reduced interfacial tension. The heartbeat region between the two static states is 

divided into three modes based on beating amplitude and frequency. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 General Background 

Liquid metals (LMs) and alloys are special materials which possess simultaneous 

fluidic and metallic properties. Compared to conventional rigid metals, LMs are non-

crystalline and lack grains, so their atoms are typically arranged in naturally ordered 

patterns. In recent years, LMs usually refer to those room-temperature LMs (RTLMs) 

with melting points (MP) around 30 oC. Up to now, there are five RTLM elements 

including mercury (Hg), gallium (Ga), rubidium (Rb), cesium (Cs), and francium (Fr),1 

as shown in Figure 1.1 Mercury is the most well-known LM, which is usually used in 

thermometers, barometers, and electrodes. Its high toxicity, however, limits the 

applications of mercury, especially with respect to the health of human body. Meanwhile, 

rubidium, cesium, and francium (radioactive with very few amounts on earth) are highly 

active alkali metals. In addition, the alkali metals alloy of eutectic NaK is also liquid at 

room temperature, it has been used as a strong reductant in synthetic chemistry. However, 

the alkali metals and alloys may spontaneously ignite in air/water, which limits their 

practical use. In contrast, the low-toxicity gallium-based LMs and alloys, such as EGaIn 

(eutectic gallium indium) and Galinstan (gallium indium tin alloy), exhibit better 

biocompatibility. Recently they have received significant attention due to their promise  

as soft and stretchable metallic conductors, with low melting points, and simultaneous 

fluidity and metallic properties at room temperature.2-11 In the rest of this thesis, the 

abbreviation ‘LM’ for liquid metal refers to the gallium-based LM alloys unless otherwise 

stated. 
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Figure 1.1. Common liquid metals and alloy strategies for gallium based liquid metals. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 1.2, these properties make LMs applicable for various types 

of practical usage. As fluids, the LMs demonstrate unique rheological properties, such as 

the LM streams formed by overcoming Rayleigh–Plateau instabilities.11 The water-like 

fluidity of the LM also enables composite structures with soft organic materials (i.e., 

PDMS)12 as well as printable electronics.13 Moreover, an oxide layer (with thickness of a 

few nanometers) would be formed on the surface of a liquid metal droplet (LMD) exposed 

to an oxygen environment, forming a core-shell structure.14 This unique core-shell 

structure provides a promising path for various 2-dimensional (2-D) thin films.15-20 The 

core-shell structure also makes it possible to form LM/multifunctional particle structures, 

with these particles either suspended on the surface or within the LM.21-23 Therefore, 

magnetic actuation could be realized by the formation of LMD/magnetic particle 
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hybrids.24 The oxide layer significantly lowers the surface tension of the LMD from 500 

mN/m to near zero.10 Meanwhile, the oxide shell of the LMD is dissolvable in base/acid 

(i.e., NaOH/HCl) solutions,8, 10, 25-26 regaining its water-like fluidity and high surface 

tension. The dissolution of the oxide layer will fill the surface with charges, thereby 

forming an electric double layer (EDL).27-29 When an external voltage is present 

(electrochemical manipulation), the oxide layer reform on the surface with anode inserted 

into the LMD.10, 25 That is, there is simultaneous formation and dissolution of the oxide 

layer on the surface, leading to the deformation and spreading of the LMD. During this 

process, an electrical current will be generated from the oxidation: 𝐺𝑎 → 𝐺𝑎3+ + 3𝑒−.11 

The value of the current depends on the degree of deformation. Moreover, this current 

could be used to manipulate the motion of LM stream/LMD with a magnetic field via 

electromagnetic interaction.30 This is different from the conventional magnetic actuation 

for LM/magnetic particle hybrids. This manipulation has been underestimated for a long 

time without systematic research and exploration.  
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Figure 1.2. Research and potential applications based on different properties of liquid 

metals.  

 

1.2 Purpose of work 

The composite structures and core-shell structures of the LM have been drawn 

major attention with systematic research on the LMs. The underlying mechanism of 

electrochemical manipulation, the exploration of electromagnetic manipulation, and 

together with the rheological properties of the LM, however, has long been ignored. 

This work aims to take advantage of the electric current, that arises from the 

electrochemical manipulation, as a clue to explore a quantitative expression for the 
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relationship between the electric current and surface tension, thereby revealing the 

underlying mechanism of the electrochemical manipulation. Moreover, this work 

also tries to develop new strategies for the electromagnetic manipulation of the LM 

in practical usage (such as for patterning of useful metallic shapes) and explore new 

rheological phenomena of the LM. 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

In this thesis, the chapters are arranged in the following manner: 

➢ Chapter 1 introduces the general background, major applications of liquid metals, and 

the research interests in electrical/magnetic manipulation of liquid metals. 

➢ Chapter 2 provides a detailed literature review of liquid metals based on their unique 

properties and various applications, including fluid dynamics, soft electronics, core-

shell structures, magnetic actuation, electrochemical manipulation, electrical currents, 

and electromagnetic interaction. 

➢ Chapter 3 presents the experimental details including the experimental setup, 

instruments, and all kinds of measurement and analysis. 

➢ Chapter 4 realizes non-contact manipulation of free-flowing liquid metal wire by the 

interaction between electrical current and magnetism. 

➢ Chapter 5 shows a screening effect of liquid metal during its deformation under 

external voltage, which is analogous to the ‘Faraday cage’ effect in liquids. 

➢ Chapter 6 demonstrates the optimized controllable heartbeat effect of liquid metal 

with insight into the underlying mechanism. 

➢ Chapter 7 summarizes the main conclusions of all my work and provides a perspective 

on the potential work and applications of liquid metal in interdisciplinary research. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

2.1  Fluid dynamics of liquid metal (LM) 

LM is a room-temperature fluid with the high surface tension (~ 550 mN/m).10, 31-32 

The excellent fluidity of LM largely arises from its low bulk viscosity, about 2 x 10-3 Pa 

s (two times the viscosity of water).33-34 The kinematic viscosity of LM is about 3 x 10-7 

m2/s, while the kinematic viscosity for water is10-6 m2/s.34 Thus, the mobility of LM is 

comparable to that of water, enabling it to flow like a liquid at room temperature. Table 

2.1 shows the physical properties of gallium-based LM alloys and water, including their 

melting points (MP).27, 34 It should be noted that a thin oxide layer will be formed when 

the LM is in an oxygen environment (i.e., ambient conditions),14, 35 which will limit the 

fluidity of the LM. This oxide layer can be removed with base (i.e., NaOH solution) and 

acid (i.e., HCl solution) solutions,8, 10, 25-26 to regain the water-like fluidity of the LM. 

Moreover, various applications based on the fluidity of LM have been explored, 

especially in biomedical,36-37 3-D printing,13, 38 and microfluid areas.39-45 

 

Table 2.1 Physical properties of gallium-based LM alloy and water.27, 34 

 MP 

[oC] 

Surface 

tension  

[mN/m] 

Viscosity 

[10-3 Pa s] 

Density 

[103 kg m-3] 

Kinematic 

viscosity 

[10-7 m2/s] 

Ga 29.8 720 1.37 6.08 2.25 

Ga75.5In24.5 15.5 624 1.99 6.28 3.17 

Ga68.5In21.5Sn10 13.2 533 2.4 6.36 3.77 

Water 0 72 1.0 1.0 10 
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Due to the fluidity and low-toxicity properties of the LM, biomedical application of 

the LMs is promising and attractive. Sun et al. proposed the concept of injectable LMs to 

substitute for surgical operations by injecting the LM into intestinal neoplasms and 

linking the LM with external power,36 as in Figure 2.1a. Afterwards Chechetka et al. 

realized biomedical theranostics by fabricating transformable LM nano-capsules and 

injecting these capsules into microvascular obstructions.37  

Moreover, the fluidity empowers the potential for the LM to work as a printable ink. 

Boley et al. proposed a directing writing method for the LM ink, and this method was 

achieved by passing flowing LM through a blunt syringe needle in close proximity to a 

moving substrate.38 Zheng et al. then optimized this method onto a highly cost-effective 

and automatic printing method by using the LM based ink.13 Figure 2.1b shows how the 

fluidity of the LM enables the direct printing of conductive patterns. 

In particular, the fluidity of the LM is introduced into microfluidic research focusing 

on fabrication of the LM droplets, which has been intensively studied recently. Thelen et 

al. described an experimental study of the production of micro-scale droplets of an LM 

using a microfluidic flow-focusing device.39 The device was filled with an aqueous 

glycerol solution, and the addition of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) stabilized the 

monodisperse microspheres of the LM. Hutter et al. then even obtained non-spherical 

droplets with a device filled with oxygenated silicone oil due to the instantaneous 

formation of the oxide layers.40 It should be noted that with the solutions used in these 

reports (Figure 2.1.1c), such as glycerol, PVA, polyethylene glycol (PEG), and 

oxygenated and deoxygenated silicone oil, even the surface oxide layer played the role of 

surfactant to stabilize the liquid metal droplets (LMDs) (preventing these droplets from 

merging). Yu et al. developed a low-cost and technically simple way for quickly preparing 

metal particles on a large scale by taking advantage of high surface tension of the LM.41 
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The LM was jetted from a syringe, and the surface tension forced the stream jet to 

naturally break into five stages of shapes including stream, neck appearing, shuttle shape, 

irregular shape, and spherical droplet, as shown in Figure 2.1d. Moreover, Fang et al. 

imposed a small-voltage direct current electric field on an LM in sodium hydroxide 

solution.42 As in Figure 2.1e, this voltage would induce ejection of liquid metal inside 

the capillary tube and form discrete droplets. The droplet size was controlled by the 

aperture diameter of the capillary nozzle. Wang et al. improved this voltage-assisted 

method by shooting the LM stream onto an electrode plate.43 Figure 2.1f shows that non-

uniform droplets with sizes in the range from several micrometers to hundreds of 

nanometers were obtained through this method. To develop a more convenient method 

for controllable droplet size, Yang et al. demonstrated a novel method for controlling the 

size of liquid-metal microdroplets produced in a microfluidic flow-focusing system by 

using only voltage to control the surface tension of the metal.44 Figure 2.1g indicates that 

the size and flow rate are controlled by the external voltage. 
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Figure 2.1. (a) Schematic illustration of the conceptual application and the mechanism 

induced by injectable LM soft electronics in the biomedical area.36 (b) 3D diagram of the 

LM based printer to illustrate the tapping mode for adhering the liquid metal ink to the 

substrate.13 (c) The model and micrograph of the flow-focusing device.40 (d) Surface 

tension forced breaking of an LM stream jet for the formation of LM droplets.41 (e) 

Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for voltage assisted formation of LM 

droplets, where the LM injection and droplet motion are driven by the 

electrohydrodynamic force.42 (f) The LM droplets formed by shooting the LM stream to 

an electrode plate.43 (g) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for forming liquid 
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metal microdroplets, microscopic image of the flow-focusing section of the microfluidic 

chip, and the voltage-controlled flow rate and size of LM droplets.44 

 

The novel fluidic phenomena of the LM are also investigated compared to traditional 

fluids (i.e., water and oil). For example, the non-coalescence phenomenon (liquid droplets 

on the same liquid bath) was observed in traditional liquids.46 This phenomenon was 

further explored by coating droplets with hydrophobic powders,47 using thermocapillary 

convection to drive thin films of a lubricating, surrounding gas on the bath surface,48 using 

a flowing bath,49-50 or heating the bath,51 and causing the droplets to bounce and even 

float on the same liquid bath with vertical oscillation.52 In the case of the LM based non-

coalescence phenomenon, Zhao et al. reported that when applying an electric field 

gradient across the LM/electrolyte interface, a droplet can persistently surf on the 

interface without coalescence,53 as shown in Figure 2.2a. They also introduced this 

phenomenon into the Faraday system, where, besides the bouncing effects of droplets, 

they also observed different wave evolution of the LM bath compared to oil,54 as in 

Figure 2.2b. Tang et al. demonstrated an integrated pilot-wave field to control the droplet 

trajectories on the bath, via amplified bath capillarity, in which the local wave field 

generated by droplet bouncing was superposed on the global wave field induced by bath 

meniscus oscillation.55 Figure 2.2c shows the orbital-chasing motion of LM droplets. 

Moreover, the LM showed unique properties related to the formation of stream jets. 

Traditional jets (cylindrical streams of water and oil) can form transiently at higher fluid 

velocities, yet interfacial tension rapidly drives the jet to break up into droplets via the 

Rayleigh–Plateau instability. Song et al. reported the formation of long and stable LM 

streams, however, by overcoming the Rayleigh–Plateau instability, as shown in Figure 

2.2d. The length of the LM stream could reach up to 64 cm.11 And Han et al. also realized 
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the simultaneously solidification of the LM stream by using an automated stage,56 as in 

Figure 2.2e. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Novel fluidic phenomena of liquid metal. (a) Surfing liquid metal droplet on 

the same metal bath, schematic drawing of the experimental setup (first row), surfing 

droplets with various sizes (second row), a droplet merges with the LM bulk immediately 

as the applied voltage is switched off (third row), and an impacting non-coalescent LMD 

drops from 5 cm height (fourth row).53 (b) The bouncing effects on droplets and different 

wave evolution of an LM bath.54 (c) Schematic view and snapshots of the directional 
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orbital-chasing motion of the LM heterodimers and the definition of the regime 

parameters.55 (d) The LM morphologies observed as a function of potential, a highly 

stable LM stream formed in suitable potential and velocity ranges.11 (e) Optical 

microscope images of simultaneously solidified liquid metal streams.56 

 

The conclusion was obtained from aforementioned research that the fluidity and low-

toxicity properties of the LM enables applications in biomedical area and printable ink 

for direct patterning, which has great potential for practical usage. Moreover, the LM also 

shows attractive potential in microfluidic applications, in which the LMs could be used 

as flowing electrodes, liquid pumps or sensors, et al. The novel rheological phenomena 

of the LM compared to conventional liquids deserve more attention for systematic 

exploration and discovery. 

 

2.2  Liquid metal as soft conductor 

As excellent liquid conductors, the LMs combine conductivity and deformability. 

These unique properties have attracted intense attention for LM-based electronics,2, 57 

circuit interconnects,7, 58-61 composite structures,45 and other applications. Most relevant 

work has been mainly focused on the patterning methods for fabricating electronic 

devices (such as 3D printing7, 62), and the unique properties (such as self-healing12, 63-65 

and enhanced mechanical properties63) of composite structures. 

 

2.2.1 Printed electronics based on liquid metal  

For electronic devices and circuit interconnections, the LMs need to be patterned on 

different substrates. Thus, various methods to pattern liquid metals have been explored.66 

Zheng et al. were the first to develop a direct printing method to pattern liquid metal via 
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a tapping mode composite fluid delivery mechanism,13 and they expanded this printing 

method to any substrate by developing another liquid metal printer based on the atomized 

spray printing method.67-69 Moreover, the reconfigurable LM could further extend the 3D 

printing techniques to the manufacture of functional metal objects. Ladd et al. reported a 

method to direct-write three-dimensional liquid metal micro-components at room 

temperature with the help of the native oxide formed on the surface of LM.7 Wang et al. 

also developed a compatible hybrid 3D printing method to simultaneously pattern metal 

and nonmetal (silicone rubber) inks together.62 So far, these methods could be divided 

into four categories: I) lithography-enabled,70-72 II) injection,73-75 III) additive,7, 76-77 and 

IV) subtractive,8, 78-79 as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3. Simple and popular ways to pattern LM. (a) Filling the LM within a silicone 

mold. (b) Patterning LM on a receiving substrate across a stencil. (c) Injecting LM into 

microchannels for high-resolution structures. (d) Inkjet printing of small colloidal 

suspensions of LM droplets. (e) surface-oxide-layer-assisted 3D printed structures of LM. 

(f) 2D direct writing of LM. (g) Laser-ablation-assisted pattern films of LM in elastomer.2 

 

2.2.2 Self-healing of stretchable liquid metal  

Compared to the traditional electronic devices, which are typically composed of 

intrinsically rigid materials that have limited deformability, LM-based soft materials are 

highly flexible, stretchable, and conformable. Most importantly, they are capable of 

electrical self-healing, enabling their electrical functionality even under severe damage.12, 

61, 63-65, 80-85 So et al. proposed the concept of creating stretchable wire by filling a 

stretchable tube with the LM, realizing reversible deformation and self-healings,12 as 

shown in Figure 2.4a. Later, Zhu et al. reported that these stretchable wires showed 

enhanced mechanical properties.63 Then, Palleau64 and Li65 studied the self-healing of 

LM, and they revealed that the metal oxidizes so quickly when it is cut that it neither leaks 

from nor retreats into its microchannel. Bringing the cut interfaces together allows the 

metal to self-heal electrically. Guo et al. developed a non-contact magnetic self-healing 

method based on an Fe-doped LM (Figure 2.4b),82 and Krisnadi introduced electric field 

for assisting self-healing (Figure 2.4c).83  Markvicka et al. introduced soft-matter 

composite for mechanically robust, electrically self-healing circuit interconnects for 

power and data transmission that could instantaneously repair themselves under extreme 

mechanical damage,61 as shown in Figure 2.4d. 
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Figure 2.4. (a) Fabrication process of a reversibly deformable dipole antenna that can be 

stretched and rolled, with the antenna self-healings in response to sharp cuts, such as those 

inflicted by a razor blade.12 (b) Non-contact magnetic self-healing method based on Fe-

doped LM.82 (c) Electric field assisted self-healing.83 (d) Soft-matter composite for 

mechanically robust, electrically self-healing circuit interconnects, with photographs in 

the insets.61 

 

2.2.3 Composite structures of liquid metal  

LM composites represent material systems in which LM alloys are either suspended 

as small droplets within a soft polymer matrix or mixed with metallic nanoparticles to 

form a biphasic composition. Through these, the electrical, dielectric, and thermal 

properties of composites can be controlled, thus enabling their applications in soft-matter 

sensing, actuation, and energy harvesting. Ito et al. was the first to use LM as a carrier for 

magnetic particles to create magnetic fluids in 2005.86 This was followed by intensive 
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exploration for LM-based composite structures,21-23, 63, 87-100 as shown in Table 2.2. And 

this research could be mainly divided into two categories: LM-polymer and LM-particles 

composites. 

 

Table 2.2. Timeline of landmark academic works about LM composites. 

Year Materials 

Composite 

structures 

Representative images Ref 

2005 LM-Fe/Ni 

Magneto-

rheological fluid 

 

86 

2007 

LM-

CNTs/Au/Ag/Cu 

Functional LM 

fluid 

 

87-89 

2012 

LM-urea-

formaldehyde 

(LM-UF) 

Self-healing 

circuit 

 

90 

2013 

LM-

Teflon/silica/WO3/ 

TiO2/MoO3/In2O3/ 

Carbon nanotubes 

LM marble-based 

sensor 

 

21-22 

LM (core)- triblock 

copolymer (shell) 

LM based 

stretchable fiber  

63 

2014 

LM-methyl 

silicone oil 

LM poly greases 

 

91 
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2015 LM-PDMS 

Conductive 

polymer 
 

92 

2016 

LM-oxide layer-

organic surface 

LM droplets 

based stretchable 

circuits  

96 

2017 LM-Hf/Al/Gd 

Multi-functional 

surface oxide 

layer  

14 

2018 

LM/metal 

microparticle-

silicon elastomer 

Multi-phase 

composites  

94 

LM-silicone 

Extreme tough 

elastomer 

 

93 

2019 

LM- alkaline 

KAuBr4 

Au-LM 

Frameworks with 

enhanced 

mechanical 

stability 

 

23 

2020 

LM- carbonyl Fe 

ferromagnetic 

microparticles-

PDMS 

LM based 

piezoelectric 

composites 
 

97 
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LM-liquid crystal 

elastomer 

Printable 

composites 

 

99 

2021 

LM-SiC/Ag 

LM multiphase 

composites with 

thermal 

conductivity 

enhanced 

 

100 

LM-hydrogel 

Soft electric-

double-layer 

energy harvester  

98 

 

For the LM-polymer composites, LM droplets are suspended in various polymers such 

as methyl silicone oil, poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly (n-butyl methacrylate) 

(PBMA), and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The main challenge for these composites is 

to controllably obtain different sizes of LM-droplets (LMDs), due to the enormous 

dominant surface tension of LM. To overcome this challenge, various methods have been 

explored for controllable LM-polymer composites,96, 101-104 such as ultrasound 

sonication,96, 101 atom-transfer radical polymerization,102 in-situ etching,104 and LM-based 

nebulization,105 as shown in Figure 2.5. Ultrasound sonication was utilized to first 

prepare LM nanodroplets, which were subsequently dispersed in uncured polymer.101 The 

dispersion of LM through the ultrasonication method, however, is always accompanied 

by reaggregation of the LM, and efforts have been made to improve this method.102, 106-

107 Yan et al. introduced surface-initiated atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) 

as a versatile synthesis method for LM-polymer nanocomposites,102 resulting in the LM 
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droplets that are uniformly dispersed throughout the composites. Most importantly, this 

method enabled the fabrication of nanocomposites by direct assembly of polymer-

modified LM nanodroplets. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Various methods for controllable LM-polymer composites. (a) Schematic 

illustration of the preparation route for LM droplets produced via ultrasound.96 (b) 

Schematic illustration of the mechanism for producing LM nanoparticles by liquid-based 

nebulization.105 (c) (i) Two-step12-(2-bromoisobutyramido)dodecanoic acid (BiBADA) 

functionalized and surface-initiated ATRP of nanoparticles. (ii) Stepwise 

functionalization of LM or surface-initiated ATRP from in-situ functionalized LM 

droplets.102 (d) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of “litchi”- and “passion fruit”-like 

EGaIn@ZIF-8 NPs, where ZIF-8 is zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 and NP stands for 

nanoparticle. Pre-synthesized EGaIn@PVP nanodroplets, where PVP is 

polyvinylpyrrolidone, are mixed with 2-methylimidazole (2-MI) and Zn2+ at different 

L/M ratios (2 and 1).104 
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The LM-particle composites are realized by doping non-metallic and metallic elements 

into the oxide shell or the liquid core of LM droplets, enabling LM-based composites with 

new functionalities and enhanced properties.21-23, 29, 45, 87-88, 108-124 

For non-metallic particles, the oxide shell coating is realized by the strong cohesive 

forces between the particles and the LM.22, 29, 108-112 Sivan et al. developed various 

composites by coating LM droplets with insulators (Teflon and silica) and 

semiconductors (metal oxide and carbon nanotubes).21 These composites demonstrated 

the potential for controllable motion through electrochemical and photochemical 

reactions as well as magnetic field.29, 110-111 Tang et al. found that the movement of the 

composite (LM coated with tungsten oxide) in aqueous media could be controlled by 

using an electrical current.29 The coating methods as well as the manipulation of motion 

are shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. LM-based composites with non-metallic particles. (a) Schematic illustration 
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of rolling a liquid metal droplet on a powder bed.112 (b) Schematic illustration of 

submerging a liquid metal droplet in a powder colloidal suspension.45
 (c-h) SEM images 

of different powders that were coated on the surface of Galinstan by rolling on a powder 

bed: c) ZnO nanoparticles, d) In2O3 nanoparticles, e) Al2O3 powder, f) Teflon powder, g) 

TiO2 nanoparticles, and h) single wall carbon nanotubes.21 (i) Schematic illustration of 

the experimental setup showing the forces influencing the motion of a Galinstan droplet 

with or without a nanoparticle coating.29 

 

 

And so far, most LM-particle composites are focused on LM-metallic particles to form 

a biphasic LM-based composite. LM droplets are usually mixed with metallic particles 

such as Au, Ag, Cu, Fe, Ni, and W for enhanced thermal conductivity, electrical and 

mechanical properties, magnetic properties, and manipulation of their motion,23, 88, 113-122 

as shown in Figure 2.7. The LM-metallic particle composites are usually formed with the 

aid of mechanical mixing,116, 123 electrochemical reaction,88, 124 or ultrasonic agitation.23 

For example, David et al. introduced a controllable process for the synthesis of Au-coated 

LM droplets through ultrasonic agitation, and the droplets showed enhanced mechanical 

stability due to the thin layer of Au or the bimetallic AuGa2 on the surface.23 
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Figure 2.7. Synthesis strategies, manipulated properties and motions of LM-metallic 

composites. (a) Appearances of gallium and Ni particles before and after stirring.123 (b) 

Schematic illustration of LM-X fabrication, where X stands for various metal particles. 

The metals are shear mixed with LM in a mortar and pestle, and the images show the 

paste-like morphology of LM-W and LM-Ag in the mortar.120 (c) A macro-sized Ga-alloy 

droplet is ultrasonically dispersed in an aqueous solution to form sub-micrometer LM 

droplets.23 (d) Methods to realize LM-phagocytosis in different solutions.88 (e) Improved 

thermal conductivity when the LM is doped with different particles.87 (f) Self-fueled 

liquid metal motor running in a circular petri dish with schematic illustration of the forces 

affecting the velocity of the motor, and average velocity and displacement plots as 

functions of time.119 
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At the initial stage for research on LM-metallic particle composites, which could be as 

far back as 2007, Liu’s team proposed the concept of nano LM for enhanced thermal 

conductivity.87 Tang et al. further developed another method for LM-copper (Cu) 

particles composites in acidic solution (HCl), neutral solution (NaCl), or alkaline solution 

(NaOH) by electrochemical reaction, resulting in enhanced electrical, thermal and 

mechanical properties for the composites.88 Kong et al. synthesized LM-tungsten (W) 

composites with both enhanced wettability and thermal conductivity, proving that 

tungsten particles could be successfully mixed with LM in oxygen-rich environments 

despite the resistance of tungsten to forming alloys at room temperature.120 

Moreover, integration of magnetic particles such as Fe,118 gadolinium (Gd)117 and Ni 

into liquid metals has untapped new functions for LM-based systems, among which LM-

Ni composites are the most well studied system. Zhang et al. demonstrated an 

electroplating process for coating Ni layers on the surface of LM droplets with the help 

of external voltage.124 Xiong et al. fabricated a desirable magnetic fluid by mechanically 

mixing the Ni particles with LM, so that the stirring could contribute to improving the 

wettability and compatibility of the LM with various materials due to oxidization.123 

Following reports showed the potential of LM-Ni particles composites for direct-writing 

of flexible electronics due to the superior wettability and strong adhesion of the 

composites.114-116 

In addition to these enhanced properties, the LM-metallic particle composites also play 

an important role in LM soft machines. Zhang et al. first proposed synthetic self-fueled 

motors based on LM-Al composites, and such a motor with a diameter of milli-

/centimeters could swim at a high velocity (~ centimeters per second) under the driving 

force generated from the unbalanced bipolar electrochemical reaction.119 Later, Liu’s 
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team expanded this concept of motor to high-frequency self-powered oscillation121 and 

electric-field-controlled LM motors.122 

In summary, the LMs combine conductivity and deformability to act as soft 

conductors. Ultra-stretchable electronic devices/circuit interconnects are realized by 

pattering the LMs on different organic substrates. These devices show unique properties, 

such as self-healing and enhanced mechanical properties. Moreover, multi-functional 

LMDs are obtained with enhanced electrical/thermal/mechanical properties and 

wettability by forming composites of the LMDs with other particles that are either non-

metallic (i.e., Teflon, silica) or metallic (i.e., Au, Ag, Fe). These composite structures 

have drawn most of the attention in the research on LM with systematic exploration. 

There is still plenty space, however, for expanding the composite structures to more 

functional materials fields (e.g., energy harvesting). 

 

2.3  Core-shell structure of liquid metal 

As mentioned above, a thin oxide layer will be formed when LM is in an oxygen 

environment (i.e., ambient conditions) at the metal-air interface,14, 35 and this unique core 

(LM)-shell (surface oxide layer) structure endows the LM with multifunctional 

properties. For example, the oxide layers limit the fluidity of LM, thereby enabling the 

LM to assume a designed shape.125 The oxide layers also enhance the wettability of LM, 

contributing to the formation of composite structures of LM.7, 125-126 Most importantly, 

the atomically thin surface oxide is considered a naturally occurring two-dimensional 

(2D) material, which could be deposited onto appropriate substrates via the van der Waals 

exfoliation technique.14 Moreover, the oxide layer also enables various phenomena and 

properties of the LM alloy, such as unique surface patterns,127 room temperature CO2 

reduction,128 and catalysis.129 
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2.3.1 2-D metallic compound synthesized on the surface of the LM 

Based on this core-shell structure, Zavabeti et al proposed the concept of using an LM 

as a reaction environment for atomically thin metal oxides,14 since co-alloying with 

suitable reactive metals can form co-alloyed metal oxides at the metal-air interface. The 

synthesis of different metal oxides is on the basis of thermodynamic considerations, and 

the oxide resulting in the greatest reduction in the Gibbs free energy will dominate the 

surface.14 In addition to various metal oxides produced through the co-alloying process, 

other types of functional metallic compound, such as the Group IV monochalcogenides 

(MX, M = Sn, Ge, Pb, etc. and X = S, Se), can be also synthesized on the surface of the 

LM.130 To concretize this concept for the synthesis of 2D materials, Figure 2.8 

summarizes basic information on the low melting point metal, including all the LMs, the 

elements soluble in LMs, and the elements reacting with LMs.3 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Strategy for the formation of LM based 2-D materials, including the co-

alloying and surface reactions of LM with other elements.3 
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To obtain the desired 2-D functional thin film on the LM surface, different LM/LM 

alloy should be prepared before exposing them to a designed atmosphere (O2, H2S, etc.) 

based on the reduction of Gibbs free energy. Table 2.3 tabulates the reduction of Gibbs 

free energy of single element oxides, and it indicates that most metal oxides can be 

synthesized based on Ga/In/Sn metal or metal alloy.14, 131-132 Moreover, among these LM 

forming elements in Figure 2.8, the melting point of Ga is 29.8 oC, while the melting 

point of In and Sn is 156.6 oC and 231.9 oC, respectively. Thus, alloying with Ga/In/Sn 

can significantly reduce the melting point of metallic alloys. Table 2.4 summarizes the 

compositions and melting points of low melting point metals and eutectic binary/ternary 

alloys. Based on the reduction of Gibbs free energy in Table 2.3, desired metal oxides on 

the surface are available with suitable LM alloy, as shown in Table 2.4. 

 

Table 2.3. LM/LM alloy strategy and tabulated reduction of Gibbs free energy of 

oxides.14, 131-132 

LM as Solvent Oxides on the surface ∆G (kJ mol-1) 

Ga/In/Sn/Bi 

Nb2O5 -1766 

Gd2O3 -1732.3 

Ce2O3 -1706.2 

Al2O3 -1582.3 

Ti2O3 -1434.2 

V2O5 -1419.5 

HfO2 -1088.2 

Cr2O3 -1058.1 

ZrO2 -1042.8 
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CeO2 -1024.6 

Fe3O4 -1015.4 

Ga2O3 -998.3 

In/Sn/Bi 

TiO2 -888.8 

In2O3 -830.7 

Sn/Bi 

Sb2O5 -829.2 

Co3O4 -774 

MoO3 -668 

Pb3O4 -601.2 

MgO -569.3 

SnO2 -515.8 

Bi Bi2O3 -493.7 

 

Table 2.4. Melting points of pure metals, and eutectic binary and ternary alloys.3 

Alloyed 

elements 

Element A 

(at%) 

Element B 

(at%) 

Element C 

(at%) 

MP (oC) 

Ga 100   29.8 

In 100   156.6 

Sn 100   231.9 

Bi 100   271.4 

Pb 100   327.5 

Zn 100   419.5 

Ga/In 85.8 14.2  15.4 

Ga/Sn 91.7 8.3  21.0 

Ga/Bi 38.3 61.7  222.0 
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Ga/Al 97.6 2.4  25.9 

Ga/Zn 96.1 3.9  24.7 

In/Sn 52.7 47.3  116.9 

In/Bi 79.2 20.8  72.5 

In/Zn 96.2 3.8  143.7 

Sn/Bi 60.9 39.1  138.3 

Sn/Pb 74.9 25.1  185.1 

Sn/Zn 85.2 14.8  199.0 

Ga/In/Sn 78.3 14.9 6.8 13.2 

In/Sn/Bi 60.1 18.8 21.1 62.0 

Bi/Pb/Sn 40.7 16.4 42.9 98.0 

 

For those metals with high melting points (Hf: 2500 oC and Gd: 1585 oC), however, it 

is not suitable to form the eutectic binary/ternary alloys with low melting points. Hence, 

considering that the thickness of the 2-D film on the LM surface is nanoscale (~3 nm),14 

very small amounts of metal elements are needed for a desirable film. Thus, a suitable 

alloy in Table 2.4 (eutectic Ga/In/Sn alloy: Galinstan) can be used as the base LM, and 

other elements can be co-alloyed into it. Zavabeti et al. alloyed ~1 wt % of elemental Hf, 

Al, and Gd (powders with average particle in micron size) into Galinstan with the help of 

grinding amalgamation. The corresponding metal oxides (i.e., HfO2, Al2O3, and Gd2O3) 

had a thickness of ~ 3 nm, as shown in Figure 2.9a. They employed LM to synthesize 

2D nano films of metal oxides based on the core-shell structure of the LM, which expands 

the world of 2D materials. Based on this strategy, Daeneke et al. reported a method that 

allows harvesting monolayer of semiconducting stannous oxide nanosheets (SnO) from 

the interfacial oxide layer of liquid tin.18 Moreover, Alsaif et al synthesized p-type tin 
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oxide and n-type indium oxide from the surface of molten tin and indium, respectively.15 

A large area heterostructure was constructed, as shown in Figure 2.9b. Messalea et al. 

obtained a Bi2O3 monolayer from molten bismuth, and ultraviolet photodetectors were 

developed by using this n-type monolayer.19 Afterwards, Ghasemian et al. developed 2D 

PbO thin films when they exposed the molten Pb to ambient atmospheric conditions.133 

To expand the application of the core-shell strategy, Ghasemian et al. developed a 

method for galvanic growth of MnO2 monolayers by exposing the bulk LM and LMDs 

produced by ultrasonic agitation to aqueous solutions of KMnO4. Galvanic replacement 

occurs at the interface of the LM and solution, where the surface of the LM serves as the 

sacrificial substrate for the formation of hydrated MnO2 sheets.134 Moreover, Ren et al. 

explored a new programmable preparation of complex core–shell structures of LM 

droplets by a localized galvanic replacement reaction in one ultrasonication,135 and high-

level compositional diversity of both the core and the shell layers was achieved, such as 

Ga@MoOx–Cu, GaInSn@MoOx, InSn@MoOx, InSn@MnOx, InSn@MoOx–VOx, and 

Ga@Ni, as shown in Figure 2.9c. Similarly, Wang et al synthesized 2D molybdenum 

sulfides on the LM surface in an aqueous solution of ammonium tetrathiomolybdate 

((NH4)2MoS4),
136 and a cupric oxide sheet was formed on the LM surface in an aqueous 

solution of CuSO4 and NH4OH.137 Moreover, bismuth telluride topological insulator for 

NO2 selective sensing was synthesized by Mousavi et al by using LMDs covered with a 

solution of Bi3+ - HTeO2
+.138  

Transition metal chalcogenides were also explored based on the LM core-shell strategy. 

Khan et al. reported large-area monolayer SnS synthesis using the core-shell strategy by 

exposing molten droplets of Sn to a sulfur source (50 ppm H2S gas in N2 background) at 

350 oC,139 as shown in Figure 2.9d. This monolayer SnS also showed great potential for 

application in multi-functional devices, Figure 2.9e shows high performance 
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piezoelectric nanogenerators and broadband photodetectors fabricated based on the 

monolayer SnS.130, 139 

 

 

Figure 2.9. One-step synthetic strategy for metal compounds based on the core-shell 

structure of the LM. (a) Fundamental principles, synthetic approach based on the core-

shell strategy, and deposition of film with nano-size thickness of HfO2.
14 (b) Schematic 

illustration and characterization of 2D SnO/In2O3 heterostructure.15 (c) Schematic 

illustration of the synthetic approach to complex core-shell structures by the localized 

galvanic replacement reaction.135 (d) The synthetic approach for monolayer SnS.139 (e) 
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High performance piezoelectric nanogenerators and broadband photodetectors fabricated 

based on the monolayer SnS.130, 139 

 

These above-mentioned core-shell strategies involve one-step formation of the metal 

compounds (metal oxides and chalcogenides), and more multi-step syntheses for other 

metal compounds have also been developed. Carey et al. produced a three-step method 

for formation of large area two-dimensional semiconducting GaS with unit cell thickness 

(~1.5 nm).17 As shown in Figure 2.10a, the oxide layer was first formed on the surface 

of the LM, attached to a substrate (SiO2/Si), and then a hydrochloric acid (HCl) vapor 

treatment was used as an intermediate step to transform the gallium oxide layer into 

CaCl3. Finally, the CaCl3 layer was sulfurized via a relatively low temperature process 

(~300 oC), while traditional direct sulfurization of gallium oxide requires a high 

temperature (~600 oC with sulfur powder).140 This multi-step strategy can also be applied 

to the formation of those materials which cannot be synthesized via conventional 

methods. For example, gallium phosphate (GaPO4) is an archetypal piezoelectric 

material, which does not naturally crystallize in a stratified structure. Thus, Syed et al. 

reported a multi-step strategy for the formation of GaPO4 by exfoliating the interfacial 

oxide layer of the LM, and following this by a vapor phase reaction [300 – 350 oC with 

H3PO4 in N2 atmosphere,141 as shown in Figure 2.10b. Considering the size limit for 

attaching the oxide layer to the substrate (millimeter scale), this team developed a two-

step process for a centimeter-scale oxide layer by utilizing squeeze-printing of the LM 

and then converting the oxide layer into GaN using ammonolysis in a tubular furnace,20 

as show in Figure 2.10c. Moreover, Zavabeti et al developed a method that involved 

adding aluminum to a room temperature alloy of gallium and then exposing the LM to 

either liquid water or water vapor, which allowed the growth of either 2D sheets or one-
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dimensional (1D) fibers, respectively.142 Figure 2.10d shows the method and the growth 

mechanism with liquid water (bubble-assisted exfoliation process) and water vapor 

(vapor-nucleation-assisted fibrous structure). 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Multi-step strategy for the formation of metal compound. (a) three-step 

formation of large-area two-dimensional semiconducting GaS.17 (b) Two-step formation 

of GaPO4.
141 (c) Two-step process for centimeter scale oxide layer fabricated by utilizing 

squeeze-printing.20 (d) Water- and water-vapor-assisted formation of 2D sheets or 1D 

fibers of Al/Ga LM alloy.142 

 

2.3.2 Core-shell structure enabled unique properties of LM alloy 

As mentioned above, for the core-shell structure, the oxide resulting in the greatest 

reduction of Gibbs free energy will dominate the surface.14 That is, for eutectic 

gallium−indium based LM (EGaIn), the surface oxides should always be gallium oxides 

(i.e., Ga2O3). Cutinho et al., however, discovered an autonomous thermal-oxidative 
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composition inversion method and texture tuning of the EGaIn.143 The LM was under 

heat treatment from ambient to high temperature. The LM exhibited a smooth texture on 

the surface, but an anisotropic surface with different oxide thickness was observed at 400 

oC. At this temperature, the surface oxides are rich in Ga (mainly Ga2O3). Significant 

changes in texture on the surface appeared from 500 oC, however, and this tier was 

composed of the indium oxide (In2O3), as shown in Figure 2.11a. This composition 

inversion and texture tuning indicates an uneven distribution of metallic elements as well 

as unusual movements of the metallic elements driven by the reformation of LM alloy. 

Such an anisotropic surface was also observed for the eutectic bismuth-tin (EBi57Sn43) 

based LM alloy,144 as in Figure 2.11b. Based on this anisotropic surface phenomenon, 

Tang et al. developed unique surface patterns during solidification of eutectic bismuth-

gallium (EBiGa) based LM alloy.127 Figure 2.11c shows the highly ordered surface 

patterns, which involve an atomic Bi layer under a self-limiting few-nanometer Ga2O3 

layer. The gallium oxide layer prevents the Bi layer underneath from being oxidized. They 

revealed that the internal Bi atoms diffused towards the surface Bi island, this directional 

mobility of Bi atoms and confinement by the surface Ga2O3 layer enabled these patterns. 

Besides these unique phenomena, the core-shell structure also endows the LM with multi-

functional properties. For example, LM catalysts are attracting significant attention, 

owing to their unique properties and their exceptional ability to support homogeneous and 

heterogeneous catalysis.129 Esrafilzadeh et al. created an LM electrocatalyst at the liquid 

metal/electrolyte interface.128 Instead of depositing the surface oxide layer on a substrate, 

their LM with cerium oxide (Ce2O3) could be directly utilized as an electrocatalytic 

system, successfully converting CO2 to carbonaceous and graphitic products at room 

temperature, as shown in Figure 2.11d. 
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Figure 2.11. The core-shell structure enables unique phenomena and properties of the 

LM. (a, b) The anisotropic surface phenomenon of LM alloy.143-144 (c) Unique surface 

patterns during solidification of EBiGa-based LM alloy.127 (d) LM electrocatalyst at the 

liquid metal/electrolyte interface, converting CO2 to carbonaceous and graphitic products 

at room temperature.128 

 

This unique core-shell structure of the LM expands the synthesis possibilities for 2D 

thin films, which could be deposited on designed substrates to assemble functional 

devices or used as in-situ catalysts/sensors. And it also provides new strategies for surface 

patterning. Most importantly, the core-shell structure of the LM has enormous potential 

in multidisciplinary interaction (e.g., energy harvesting). 
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2.4  Magnetic actuation of liquid metal/magnetic particle hybrids 

As aforementioned, the core-shell structure of the LM enables LM composite structure 

with other functional particles. It has been reported that magnetic actuation can be used 

for LM manipulation by dispersing magnetic particles into or coating them onto LM. The 

LM based ferrofluid is formed by dispersing magnetic particles into LM.89, 117 Castro et 

al. demonstrated a magnetocaloric ferrofluid by suspending gadolinium nanoparticles into 

an LM,117 as shown in Figure 2.12a. This LM/Gd ferrofluid exhibited spontaneous 

magnetization and featured a large magnetocaloric effect, thereby showing the potential 

for magnetocaloric cooling as well as fluidic magnetocaloric devices. Moreover, a 

magnetic field could be applied to control the motion of the LM hybrid with magnetic 

particles.112, 145-148 Kim et al first proposed a magnetic-field-driven LM (coated with iron 

particles) in microfluidic channels filled with a base or acid solution.112, 145 The LM 

moved in channels with different angles and cross-linked channels in any direction 

corresponding to the position of an external magnet, and was capable of working as an 

electrical switching in the channel for turning on/off light emitting diodes as designed,145 

as shown in Figure 2.12b. Afterwards, Li et al. and Hu et al. expanded this manipulation 

to the interaction of both electric and magnetic field simultaneously by suspending iron 

nanoparticles in the LM.146-147 Liu et al. further developed LM “mobiles” based on 

magnetic beads and LMDs.148 These LM mobiles could move on a solid surface or in a 

water environment under the control of a magnet, as shown in Figure 2.12c. The micro-

sized steel beads were controlled by a magnet to move towards an LMD on a sheet of 

paper, and suspended in the droplet once the beads reached the droplet boundary. Then, 

the LM droplet started to move subject to the magnetic field. 
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Figure 2.12. (a) Magnetocaloric ferrofluid formed by suspending gadolinium 

nanoparticles in the LM.117 (b) Controllable locomotion of LM in complex microfluidic 

channels showing the ability to work as electrical switches.145 (c) Controllable motion of 

LM mobiles on a solid surface.148 

 

Moreover, the controllable motion under an external magnet enables various 

applications (e.g., in patterning or electronics) with modified properties (e.g., enhanced 

mechanical properties) for the magnetic LM.24, 116, 118, 149-150 Ma et al. reported a simple, 

versatile, and equipment-free approach to direct patterning of an LM on various substrates 

using magnetic field. Ni microparticles were dispersed in the LM, forming a magnetic 

composite structure, through which the LM could directly write different patterns on 

various substrates.24 Figure 2.13a shows the directly patterning of LM on paper, PDMS, 

hydrogel, egg shell, and even on a glass vial. Ren et al. reported LM-based magnetoactive 

slurries formed by dispersing magnetic iron particles in LM matrix.118 The mechanical 

properties, viscosity, and stiffness of such materials rapidly responded to the stimulus of 

an applied magnetic field. As shown in Figure 2.13b, a cylindrical slurry could support 

a weight of at least 50 g under an external magnet. When the magnet was moved, the 
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slurry fell and lost its enhanced stiffness. The mechanical properties of the slurry were 

attributed to the particle arrangement. The particles were initial formed random 

orientation, and then changed to chain or column structures, finally rigid chains. Then, 

Cao et al reported a novel ferromagnetic LM material with transformable shape and 

reconfigurable polarity by mixing neodymium–iron–boron (NdFeB) microparticles into 

an LM.149 Unlike other magnetic composites, which would quickly lose the induced 

magnetization once the external magnetic field was removed, the LM/NdFeB composite 

could retain its induced magnetization. Moreover, the magnetic polarity of the composite 

was reconfigured, that is, the magnetic polarity could be reversibly disordered and 

rearranged for demagnetization and magnetization, which made the composite suitable 

for flexible erasable magnetic recording paper, as shown in Figure 2.13c.  Furthermore, 

the magnetic LM was also used for electronics with soft substrates.116, 150 Guo et al. 

developed a magnetic healing method based on Fe-doped LM conductive ink for flexible 

electronics, which included three parts of LM, degradable PVA substrate and adhesive 

fructose,116 as shown in Figure 2.13d. 
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Figure 2.13. (a) Controllable direct patterning of LM on various substrates using 

magnetic field.24 (b) Enhanced mechanical properties, viscosity, and stiffness of the LM-

based magnetoactive slurries.118 (c) Ferromagnetic LM material with transformable shape 

and reconfigurable polarity, which can used as flexible erasable magnetic recording 

paper.149 (d) Magnetic healing method based on Fe-doped LM conductive ink for flexible 

electronics.116 

 

In summary, research on the magnetic actuation of the LM/magnetic particle hybrids 

has mainly focus on two aspects: controllable movement and non-contact patterning. So 

far, the related research is attractive and shows great potential for practical usage. Some 

issues remain to be resolved, however, such as the precision for controllable movement 
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and patterning efficiency. Moreover, other magnetic related particles (i.e., paramagnetic 

or diamagnetic particles) hybrid with the LM for different magnetic actuation could be 

also explored. 

 

2.5  Surface electrochemical manipulation of liquid metal 

As mentioned above, a thin oxide layer will be formed when LM is exposed to an 

oxygen environment (i.e., ambient conditions).14 This oxide layer can be removed with 

base (i.e., NaOH solution) and acid (i.e., HCl solution) solutions.10 Moreover, Tang et al. 

found that the gallium dissolves slowly in NaOH solution and produce gallates 

[Ga(OH)4]
-, and this [Ga(OH)4]

- layer will fill the surface of the LM with negatively 

charges while the outer layer is positivly charged, forming an electric double layer 

(EDL),27-29 as shown in Figure 2.14a. In HCl electrolyte, however, the surface of the LM 

is positively charged (mainly Ga3+) while the outer layer is negatively charged, also 

forming an EDL (opposite charge distribution in base and acid solution),28-29 as shown in 

Figure 2.14b. The surface charge density of the EDL formed in acid solution is relatively 

low and Ga3+ is only generated at pH lower than 1.151 Handschuh-Wang et al. introduced 

KI into an acidified solution to enhance the surface charge density of the EDL.28 Based 

on the charge distribution of the EDL, when an electric field is applied, the LM droplets 

will move in the opposite direction depending on the electrolyte. The LM droplet moves 

towards the anode in NaOH solution, while it moves towards cathode in HCl solution, as 

in Figure 2.14a&b. The principle of motion can be attributed to the interfacial tension of 

the LM, which is influenced by surface charge distribution. The interface can be modelled 

as a parallel-plate capacitor, and the surface tension (𝛾) of the LM under applied voltage 

(V) can be described by the integrated Lippmann's equation as follows: 

 𝛾 = 𝛾0 −
𝐶

2
𝑉2  (2-1) 
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where 𝛾0 is the maximum value of surface tension when V = 0, and C is the capacitance 

per unit area. The pressure difference (P) at the interface (LM-electrolyte) can be 

expressed by the Young-Laplace equation as follows: 

 𝑃 =
2𝛾

𝑅
  (2-2) 

Where R is the radius of the LM droplet. From Figure 2.14a&b, the charge will be 

redistributed under applied voltage, but the voltage drop across the EDL at the two sides 

of the LM droplet is different. This difference leads to the imbalance of surface tension, 

further resulting in a pressure difference (∆P) between two sides, which is given as 

follows: 

 ∆𝑃 = 𝑃𝑅 − 𝑃𝐿 = (𝛾𝑅 − 𝛾𝐿)
2

𝑅
=

𝐶

2
(𝑉𝐿

2 − 𝑉𝑅
2)  (2-3) 

Where PR and PL are the pressure difference, and VR and VL are the voltage drop across 

the EDL between the LM-electrolyte interface at the two sides. When the LM droplet is 

placed in NaOH solution (Figure 2.14a), the redistributed charge density is higher on the 

anode side, at which the voltage drop is higher (VR > VL). Thus, the pressure difference 

reaches its maximum on the left side end and is reduced towards the right side of the 

droplet. The pressure difference between the droplet and the medium produces 

counteracting forces of FL and FR on the droplet,152 as shown in Figure 2.14c. FL is larger 

due to the higher pressure generated at left side. As a result, the droplet is pushed towards 

the anode.29, 152-153 Based on this hypothesis, Tang et al developed a liquid metal enabled 

pump for driving a range of liquids without mechanical moving parts with the application 

of a modest electric field,152 as in Figure 2.14d. Afterwards, Zavabeti et al. developed 

another pump based on the ionic imbalance induced self-propulsion of the LMD induced 

by the ionic imbalance.154 The LMD was placed in a spherical recess located in between 

two different flowing electrolytes of acidic and basic nature, and the ionic imbalance 

between the two hemispheres triggered the motion. 
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When the LM droplet is placed on a graphite surface in NaOH, however, the surface 

charge is altered from positive to negative,26, 155-156 leading to a decrease in the surface 

tension and cathode-oriented motion, as shown in Figure 2.14e. Moreover, the opposite 

cathode-oriented motion is also observed when the LM droplet is placed in a closed 

system (i.e., a confined channel).157-158 That is, the droplet moves to the cathode in NaOH 

solution, but such a cathode-oriented motion is different to the motion controlled by the 

graphite induced surface charge alteration. The motion in a closed system is probably due 

to the bipolarization of a droplet with a non-spherical shape (e.g., worm or elliptical 

shape). As in Figure 2.14f, the head of the elliptical-shaped droplet is the anodic pole 

(closer to the cathode), on which the oxide layer would be formed and decrease the surface 

tension at the head. Thus, according to the Marangoni effect, the surface oxide skin of the 

droplet will flow from the head to the tail (closer to the anode), while the inner liquid part 

flows towards the head, pushing the LM droplet to move to the cathode. Based on this 

effect, Wu et al. fabricated a wheeled robot driven by a LM droplet,158 as shown in Figure 

2.14g. The droplet moves to the cathode and it thus pulls the wheeled robot to move 

forward. 
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Figure 2.14. Surface charges and induced motion under external electric field. (a) In a 

base solution.28 (b) In an acid solution.28 (c) The principle of motion.152 (d) A liquid metal 

enabled pump for driving a range of liquids.152 (e) Graphite induced surface charge 

alteration and a cathode-oriented motion in NaOH solution.26 (f) The bipolarization 

induced cathode-oriented motion in NaOH solution for a closed system.157 (g) A wheeled 

robot driven by an LM droplet.158 

 

Besides the electric-field-controlled surface electrochemical manipulation of the 

surface charge distribution, by which the motion of the LM droplet is controllable in the 

presence of an electric field, other methods have also been investigated to change the 
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surface state and control the motion of the LM droplet in the absence of the electric field. 

Zhang et al. found that some metal-LM composite structures are also capable of altering 

the surface charge distribution, as well as the electron migration. As mentioned above 

(composite structures of LM), they proposed synthetic self-fueled motors based on LM-

Al composites, the driving force of  which is generated from unbalanced bipolar 

electrochemical reaction.119 As shown in Figure 2.15a, the Al-LM system forms a 

galvanic cell, in which Al is the cathode and LM acts as the anode. When Al is dissolved 

in NaOH solution, the electrons flow internally from Al to LM, which alters the 

distribution of surface charges, thus leading to the imbalance of the surface tension. 

Finally, the imbalanced state induces a pressure difference at the two ends, pushing the 

motor to move towards the LM end. Sheng et al. expanded this LM-motor to construct a 

transient state machine enabled by the colliding and coalescence of LM-Al motors.159 

Moreover, asymmetric surface wetting was also employed for controllable motion of the 

LM droplet. Mohammed et al. has described a method to spontaneously accelerate LMDs 

by placing the droplet along predefined metallic paths.160 As shown in Figure 2.15b, the 

LM-Ag film works as a bipolar electrode, where oxidation of gallium occurs on the 

surface of the LM (cathode) and reduction of water occurs on the surface of the Ag 

(anode). Thus, the electrons migrate from the LM to the Ag film. This electrochemical 

reaction induced an imbalance at the two ends of the droplet, pushing the droplet to move 

forward. Moreover, based on the theory of asymmetric surface wetting, that is, the 

different contact angles on the two sides of the droplet, the difference between the forward 

and the backward force generates a net force as follows: 

 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝐹𝐹 − 𝐹𝐵~𝛾(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐹 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐵)  (2-4) 

where FF and FB are the forward and backward forces, and 𝜃𝐹  and 𝜃𝐵  are the 

corresponding contact angles, respectively. For the LM droplet on glass substrate, the 
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contact angles on both sides of the droplet were the same (no wetting). Although the Ag 

film in contact with the droplet on the forward side does contribute to the net force 

(Figure 2.15c). Based on this concept, Yuan et al developed an LM-machine-triggered 

violin-like wire oscillator.161 A copper wire inserted inside the LM droplet (containing Al 

granules) oscillates horizontally from side to side. The underlying mechanism is the 

asymmetric surface wetting induced by the different contact angles at the two sides of the 

droplet, which provides the driving force, as in Figure 2.15d. Ma et al. also realized 

reactive wetting, coating, and spreading of the LM within porous copper.162 The LM even 

spread toward the cathode in NaOH solution due to the asymmetric surface wetting effect, 

as shown in Figure 2.15e. 

 

 

Figure 2.15. Surface charges and induced motion via the surface electrochemical 

reaction. (a) LM-Al composite structure for altering the surface charge distribution.119 (b-

e) Asymmetric surface wetting effect for motion control: (b) LM-Ag film,160 (c) induced 
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net force,160 (d) LM/Al-copper wire,161 (e) LM-porous copper.162 

 

Moreover, Dickey’s team found that when the LM droplet was connected to electrodes, 

unexpected novel phenomena were observed.10, 25 As shown in Figure 2.16a, the anode 

is inserted into a LM droplet, and the droplet spreads dramatically in NaOH solution under 

modest voltages, which should be attributed to the formation of the oxide layer on the 

surface of the LMD over a critical voltage.10 Below this critical voltage, the droplet adopts 

equilibrium shapes, forming the EDL on the surface. Once the oxide layer is formed, the 

surface tension of the droplet decreases significantly (Figure 2.16a), leading to the 

deformation and spreading of the LMD. This oxide surface also enables a new class of 

fingering instabilities with a measured fractal dimension value of 1.3 ± 0.05.163 Moreover, 

the LMD could deform and move towards the cathode simultaneously in a confined space, 

as shown in Figure 2.16b. Yu et al. realized the simultaneous deformation and 

solidification of the LM by inserting a gallium wetted anode into the LM,164 which offers 

a new approach to controlled patterning structures, as shown in Figure 2.16c. Moreover, 

applying a reductive potential to the metal removes the oxide layer in the presence of 

electrolyte, which will induce capillary behavior (‘recapillarity’),8, 10 as shown in Figure 

2.16d. By taking advantage of the surface oxide layer, Yu et al. proposed a non-contact, 

maskless lithography method for LM,165 and various patterns can be simply and rapidly 

fabricated via this method, as shown in Figure 2.16e. They also discovered a voltage-

stimulated heartbeat effect of the LMD by taking advantage of the imbalance between the 

surface tension and gravity of the LM,166 as shown in Figure 2.16f. A novel circular 

graphite electrode was inclined at an angle (0.5o), creating a decreasing trend for LM. 

While the oxide layer was formed (decreasing the surface tension) when the LM came 

into contact with the graphite electrode, it dissolved in NaOH electrolyte (increasing the 
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surface tension) when the LM was disconnected with the electrode. Altering surface 

tension and the gravitational force triggers the heartbeat effect. To date, this oxidation 

strongly depends on the value of the external voltage and the concentration of the 

electrolyte. That is, in the presence of acidic/basic electrolyte, the formation and 

dissolution of the oxide layer is dynamic. Larger voltages increase the oxidation rate, 

while a higher concentration electrolyte accelerates the dissolve rate. An appropriate 

dynamic process for the oxidation and dissolution of oxide layer can also cause the LM 

to flow as a fiber as it is extruded from a syringe,11, 56 but coalesces or separates into 

LMDs when the voltages is altered.167 

 

 

Figure 2.16. Surface oxidation induced novel phenomena and applications of the LM. (a) 
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Deformation of LM induced by surface oxide layer.10 (b) The LM deforms and moves to 

the cathode in a confined channel.10 (c) Simultaneous deformation and solidification of 

the LM.164 (d) ‘Recapillarity’ effect of the LM under a reductive voltage.8 (e) Non-

contact, maskless lithography method for the LM.165 (f) Voltage-stimulated heartbeat 

effect of the LMD.166 

 

It can be concluded that the electrochemical manipulation of the LM is controlled by 

the charge distribution of the surface of the LM, which is realized by applying an electric 

field or adding some metallic particles onto the LM. Then, the surface tension becomes 

different at the two ends of the LM, leading its controllable motion of the LM. Although 

various efforts have been made to control this manipulation, there is still much that 

remains unsolved, such as the underlying mechanism of deformation, and there needs to 

be new exploration for novel phenomena and applications.  

  

2.6  Electrical current of electrochemically manipulated liquid metal 

As aforementioned, the electrochemical oxidation of the surface of the LM metal in 

basic/ acid solution lowers the effective surface tension of the LM to extremely low values 

(~ 10-5 mN/m),10 and an electric current will be generated from the electrochemical 

oxidation at the same time: 𝐺𝑎 → 𝐺𝑎3+ + 3𝑒−. Few reports, however, have systematical 

measured the currents of LMs with different morphologies, nor related the change in 

current to oxidation/dissolution of LM, as well as to the change in interfacial tension.  

Zhang et al. studied the controllable large-scale reversible deformation of an LM. They 

measured the current relative to the electric potential and concentration of the NaOH 

solution. A larger electric potential and higher concentration of the NaOH solution both 

increase the current of the deformed LM,25 as shown in Figure 2.17a. Zhang et al., 
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however, focused on the deformation phenomena by reporting the influence of the electric 

potential and concentration of the NaOH solution on the deformation size of the LM, 

instead of connecting the electrical current to the surface state of the LM. Then, Song et 

al. reported the current change during the morphological transitions of the LM under 

different electric potentials.11 The LM transformed from drops to connected drops and 

finally to wires as the electric potential increased from 0.2 to 2 V. The corresponding 

current of the LM increased from near-zero to a significant value (~ 150 mA), as shown 

in Figure 2.17b. They linked the electrical current to surface oxidation and showed that 

the surface oxidation lowered the interfacial tension and formed various morphologies. 

Moreover, Wissman et al. demonstrated a novel approach to coalesce and separate 

droplets by modifying the interfacial tension under electrochemical manipulation.167 As 

in Figure 2.17c, they applied a current across the LM droplet from two outer electrodes. 

Thus, oxidation and reduction occurred on the anodic and cathodic poles of the droplets, 

respectively. The interfacial tension decreased due to the surface oxidation at the anodic 

side while the interfacial tension remained at its maximum value due to the surface 

reduction on the cathodic side, leading to gradients in interfacial tension. The gradients 

finally separated the two droplets once the applied current was over a critical value. They 

took advantage of the current to alter the interfacial tension of the LM droplets and 

realized a field-controlled electrical switch with the LM. Yet, the underlying mechanism 

and quantitative expression between the electrical current and the oxide surface remained 

unknown. 
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Figure 2.17. (a) The electrical current of the LM droplet relative to the electric potential 

and concentration of the NaOH solution.25 (b) The current changes during the 

morphological transitions of the LM under different electric potentials.11 (c) 

Electrochemically manipulated gradients in interfacial tension to separate the LM 

droplets.167 

 

2.7  Electromagnetic interaction of liquid metal 

The concept of electromagnetic interaction of an LM was first realized with an external 

electric current in/around the LM. Lohöfer et al. proposed a new device for the inductive 

measurement of electrical resistivity and the density of LMs and semiconductors, based 

on two electromagnetic levitation facilities operating under microgravity.168 As shown in 

Figure 2.18a, electromagnetic levitation uses a high frequency alternating magnetic field 

B(t) =B0 sin(wt) generated by an alternating current carrying coil windings for the 

containerless lifting and heating of metallic melts. The magnetic field induces eddy 

currents in the LMD, generating a Lorentz force perpendicular to both the current and the 

field, and the Lorentz force lifts the LMD. Moreover, Fisher et al. realized a hydraulic 
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jump for liquid metal in channel flow under the Lorentz force, giving insight into the 

hydraulic jump behavior in the presence of magnetic fields and electrical currents.169 

Figure 2.18b shows that the Lorentz force may be generated to control the liquid metal 

jump behavior by using externally injected electrical currents (up to 140 A) and a 

magnetic field. This hydraulic jump is repeatable and predictable, so that it can be used 

for liquid metal control within next-generation fusion reactors. This external electrical-

current-assisted electromagnetic manipulation of LM has many limitations, however, 

such as severe exothermic phenomena due to the large current (so that cooling system is 

always needed). 

 

 

Figure 2.18. External electrical-current-assisted electromagnetic manipulation of LM. (a) 

Electromagnetic levitation of LM.168 (b) Jumping behavior of LM.169 

 

Moreover, rotating magnetic fields (RMFs) are also applied to induce current within 

the LM, thereby realizing its electromagnetic manipulation. Shu et al. introduced an 

innovative method for controlling the motion of liquid metal droplets using the Lorentz 

force induced by magnetic fields.170 Figure 2.19a shows the mechanism and behavior of 

the actuation of a liquid metal droplet. An eddy current will be induced within the liquid 

metal in the rotating magnetic field, and this current generates a horizonal Lorentz force 

to drive the motion of the liquid metal droplet. Afterwards, Zhao et al. reported a non-

coalescent phenomenon of an LM droplet sustained on an LM bath surface, with a RMF 
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exerted on the LM bath.171 As shown in Figure 2.19b. The magnetic field induces a 

current in the LM bath, generating a Lorentz force driving the LM to flow in the direction 

of the RMF. Then, an LM droplet was placed on the LM bath surface, and the LM droplet 

could move on the surface for a certain time before coalescence. 

 

 

Figure 2.19. Rotating-magnetic-field assisted electromagnetic manipulation of LM. (a) 

Controllable locomotion of LM.170 (b) Non-coalescent phenomenon of LM droplet 

sustained on LM bath surface.171 

 

As mentioned above, an electric current will be generated from the electrochemical 

reaction (surface oxidation of the LM in electrolyte with a modest external voltage). 

Although normally an LM is not responsive to magnetic fields, a current passing through 

the LM to drive the electrochemical reactions makes it susceptible to magnetic forces via 

the Lorentz force. The displacement of the LM relative to the magnet field will induce a 

secondary force according to Lenz’s law (i.e., a drag force that opposes the motion at the 

periphery of the magnet), through which the simultaneous deformation and 

electromagnetic manipulation of the LM could be realized, enabling new strategies for 

shaping electronically conductive fluids for advanced manufacturing and dynamic 
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electronic structures. These potential applications are underestimated, however, and there 

are only few papers that have reported this novel electromagnetic interaction 

phenomenon. Tan et al. reported a phenomenon in which the magnetic field can make up 

a boundary to restrict motion of an aluminum-powered liquid metal motor.172 An 

electrical current was generated in the LM droplet due to the electrochemical reaction, 

and this induced the Lorentz force in the presence of a magnetic field. Owing to the 

Lorentz force, a high magnetic field would break up the directional running of the motor. 

Figure 2.20a shows that the numbers of motors in different regions vary with time. Most 

motors just gather near the boundary of the magnet. Based on this manipulation, Wang et 

al. realized electromagnetic rotation of the LM by using a pair of concentric-ring graphite 

electrodes and a magnetic field,30 as in Figure 2.20b. The LM could move along the 

concentric ring channel with controllable speed. Moreover, they found that symmetrical 

folding patterns were induced on the LM surface when the LM filled the channel.173 In 

the presence of the magnetic field, the LM rotated around the inner electrode with 

changing patterns. And these patterns of axisymmetric morphology appeared randomly, 

as shown in Figure 2.20c. 
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Figure 2.20. Electrochemical-reaction-assisted simultaneous deformation and 

electromagnetic manipulation of an LM. (a) Magnetic field boundary of an aluminum 

powered LM motor.172 (b) Rotation of the LM along a concentric ring channel with 

controllable speed30 and (c) with changing patterns.173 

 

In summary, there are three ways to realize the electromagnetic manipulation of an 

LM: 1) a large external current (up to 140 A) with magnetic field, 2) a moving magnetic 

field (e.g., a rotating magnet), and 3) electrochemical oxidation (a modest voltage about 

few volts) with magnetic field. Considering the diverse deformation (e.g., directional 

motion and heart beating effects) of the LM under a modest voltage, the electromagnetic 

manipulation for case 3 has enormous potential for applications, such as patterning 

metallic shapes, which may reveal some unexpected phenomena at the same time. 
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Chapter 3. Experiments 

3.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes the experimental details of this doctoral thesis, which 

includes experimental preparation for each work and experimental instruments used in 

data collection. The experimental instruments shown here were only for observation, 

measurement, and data collection/transport/export of research. Some facilities for 

common data analysis methods (such as graphic drawing software) are not included. 

 

3.2  Experimental preparation 

3.2.1 Experimental setup for screening effect of liquid metal droplets 

The LMDs are immersed in NaOH solution in a horizontal petri dish with anode 

attached. The experiments were conducted by using one LMD 1 cm in size. Different 

distances between the LMD and the cathode, as well as various external voltages are 

applied to investigate the deformation of LMD under different voltages and electric fields. 

The experiments are conducted under relatively low voltage from 3 to 10.5 V, with the 

distance varying from 2 to 7 cm. 

 

3.2.2 Experimental setup for heart beating effect of liquid metal droplet 

The LMD is immersed in NaOH solution in a horizontal petri dish, confined by an 

insulator. The anode is attached to the top of the LMD, while the cathode is placed in 

NaOH solution with a distance of 5 cm between the electrodes. Periodic beating of the 

LMD is observed under external voltage of 1.5 V. When the anode touches with the LMD, 

the LMD moves downward and leaves the anode instead of merging the anode. Then, the 

LMD moves back to its initial position and comes into contact the anode, creating the 

periodic beating. The initial diameter of the LMDs varies from 8 to 14 mm, and the anode 
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is placed at different positions downward from 0 to -3.5 mm with fixed position of the 

LMD. 

 

3.2.3 Experimental setup for non-contact manipulation of liquid metal wire 

The LM is first immersed in 1 mol/L NaOH solution to dissolve any oxide species. 

The LM is aspirated into a syringe (diameter of 0.26 mm) and pumped at a volumetric 

flow rate controlled by a syringe pump. Electrodes attached to the syringe needle applied 

1.5 V to the metal relative to a negative graphite electrode. This potential was empirically 

chosen because it results in the formation of wires as the liquid metal exits the syringe 

needle. These fluidic streams are regarded as LM wires that offer metallic conductivity, 

and have narrow diameters (100 ~ 200 m). The experiments proceeded in a 1 mol/L 

NaOH solution inside a plastic vessel. The syringe remained immersed in the solution 

close to the vessel wall to be in proximity to an external magnet flush with the exterior 

wall. The vertical position (PM) of the magnet was defined relative to the fixed position 

of the needle orifice. That is, when PM = 0, the center of the magnet is at the same vertical 

height as the orifice. 

 

3.3  Experimental equipment 

3.3.1  Contact angle stage 

The contact angle stage is an ideal platform for observation of liquid motion, as 

well as the detailed state at the interface for multi-liquids. As shown in Figure 3.1, the 

video-based optical contact angle measurement instrument (OCA-15EC) consists of a 

linear stage, charged coupled device (CCD) video camera, and the electronic dosing 

system (pump and needle base). During the experiments, the liquid metal is pumped from 

the needle, and the motion on the substrate on the stage is recorded by the CCD camera 
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system. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. The OCA-15EC contact angle instrument from DataPhysics, Germany. The 

liquid metal is pumped from the needle, and the motion on the substrate on the stage is 

recorded by the CCD camera system. 

 

3.3.2 Electrical measurement system 

The electrical measurements system includes two parts, a digital multimeter 

(DMM) and the Labview platform, as shown in Figure 3.2. Two DMMs (Keithley 2002 

and 6514) are used to collect electrical data, including the voltage, resistance, and 

electrical current. Then, the collected data is transported to a programmed Labview 
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platform for visual graphics and data export. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Electrical measurement system includes two parts: (a) digital multimeter and 

(b) the Labview platform. 

 

3.3.3 3D printer 

3D Printing is the process of continuously adding layers of material with a 

computer-controlled device to create a three-dimensional object. The simple equipped 3D 

printer used in this work consists of a 3-axial stage and a motor. The raw materials are 

driven by the motor, which is controlled by a specially designed program on the computer. 

In this thesis, some plastic parts were fabricated using this printer, as shown in Figure 

3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. Me3D (Australia) 3D printer consists of a 3-axial stage and motor. The raw 

materials are driven by the motor which is controlled by a specially designed program on 

the computer. 
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 Chapter 4. Non-Contact Rotation, Levitation, and 

Acceleration of Flowing Liquid Metal Wires 

4.1 Abstract 

This work reports the non-contact manipulation of freefalling cylindrical streams 

of liquid metals into unique shapes such as levitated loops and squares, it is published in 

the journal of Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of 

America (PNAS). Such cylindrical streams form in aqueous media by electrochemically 

lowering the interfacial tension. The electrochemical reactions require an electrical 

current that flows through the streams, making them susceptible to Lorentz forces. 

Consequently, varying the position and shape of a magnetic field relative to the stream 

controls these forces. Moreover, the movement of the metal stream relative to the 

magnetic field, induces significant forces arising from Lenz’s law that causes the 

manipulated streams to levitate in unique shapes. The ability to control streams of liquid 

metals in a non-contact manner will enable new strategies for shaping electronically 

conductive fluids for advanced manufacturing and dynamic electronic structures. 

 

4.2 Importance and Implementation of Non-contact Manipulation 

Non-contact methods of manufacturing and manipulation can minimize disturbing 

objects of interest.  Objects can be manipulated in a non-contact manner by magnetic 

methods (levitation and tweezers),174-175 acoustic manipulation,176-177 optical tweezers,178 

and other techniques.179-180 However to date, free-flowing liquid streams have been 

particularly difficult to manipulate in a non-contact manner. Realizing highly controlled 

changes in directionality or complex shaping of liquids, especially without disrupting the 

cross-sectional shape of the stream, is a challenge. Here, the non-contact manipulation of 

free-flowing streams of liquid metals (LMs) was explored. Gallium-based liquid metals 
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(Galinstan, the eutectic alloy of gallium indium and tin used in this work) have recently 

received significant attention due to their promises as soft and stretchable metallic 

conductors, low melting points, simultaneous fluidity and metallic properties at room 

temperature, as well as the low toxicity.2-4, 6-9  

Liquid metal alloys are seemingly unlikely candidates to form stable fluid streams 

due to their enormous surface tension and water-like viscosity, which favor the formation 

of droplets (see Figure 6.1a). However, electrochemical oxidation of the surface of the 

LM metal in basic solution lowers the effective tension of the LM to extremely low 

values.10-11 This electrochemical manipulation of interfacial tension enables various 

fascinating phenomena, such as reversible deformation,164 patterning,165 heartbeat 

effects,166 ‘superfluid-like’ penetration through porous media,181 and other 

electrochemical effects.14, 127, 163, 182 Most importantly, the presence of oxide species on 

the LM also enables long, stable wire-like streams of metal to form as it exits a nozzle 

into the solution (see Figure 6.1b). Because of their cylindrical cross-section and metallic 

conductivity, these fluidic streams are called as LM wires (LMWs), which form narrow 

diameters (100 ~ 200 m). Although normally LM is not responsive to magnetic fields, 

the current passing through the wire to drive the electrochemical reactions makes it 

susceptible to magnetic forces via the Lorentz force (see Figure 6.1c). That is, a magnetic 

field applied normal to electrical current generates a force normal to both the current and 

magnetic field. 

In this work, the displacement of free falling LMWs at room temperature is 

controlled by using the Lorentz force. Because LM is soft, it provides almost no resistance 

to manipulation via the Lorentz force and therefore accelerates radially. The displacement 

of the LMWs relative to the magnet also induces a secondary force according to Lenz’s 

law (i.e., a drag force that opposes the motion at the periphery of the magnet). Thus, the 
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combination effects of the Lorentz force and Lenz’s law drive the metal into shapes that 

mirror the circumference of the magnet while levitating the metal. As shown here, the 

behavior depends on the location of the magnet relative to the liquid metal wire. The 

unique ability to manipulate LM streams in a non-contact manner by using only a 

relatively low applied voltage and a common magnet is demonstrated and characterized.  

 

4.3 Results and Discussion of Underlying Mechanism 

The LM was firstly immersed in 1 mol/L NaOH solution to dissolve any oxide 

species. The LM was aspirated into a syringe (diameter of 0.26 mm) and pumped it at a 

volumetric flow rate (VR) controlled by a syringe pump. Electrodes attached to the 

syringe needle applied 1.5 V to the metal relative to a negative graphite electrode. This 

potential is empirically chosen because it resulted in the formation of wires as the liquid 

metal exits the syringe needle. These fluidic streams are regarded as LM wires (LMW) 

that offer metallic conductivity, and narrow diameters (100 ~ 200 m). The experiments 

proceeded in a 1 mol/L NaOH solution inside a plastic vessel, as illustrated in Figure 

4.1d. The syringe remained immersed in the solution close to the vessel wall to be in 

proximity to an external magnet flush with the exterior wall. The vertical position (PM) 

of the magnet was defined relative to the fixed position of the needle orifice.  That is, 

when PM = 0, the center of the magnet is at the same vertical height as the orifice. To vary 

the Lorentz force, the magnet is moved by PM from +3 to -3 cm (positive values indicate 

the magnet is in an elevated position relative to the orifice). The N pole of the magnet 

(0.1 T) faced the needle of the syringe. Figure 4.1e shows the results of the LMWs’ 

motion at a flow rate of 2 l/s when the PM was changed from +3 to -3 cm with an interval 

of 1 cm. The dotted square box represents the location and shape of the magnet. 
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A video camera recorded the trajectories of the LMWs as a function of magnet position. 

When the magnet is centered with the needle outlet (PM = 0), the LM experiences 

approximately uniform magnetic field lines. Consequently, the metal stream moves in a 

circular pattern driven by the Lorentz force.  However, for high PM (+3 and +2 cm) or 

low PM (-2 cm or -3 cm), the LM stream experiences ‘fringe’ (i.e., diverging) field lines 

from the off-centered magnet.  Consequently, the LMWs move in a spiral shape. The 

circular motion of the LMWs occurred for the PM between +1 and -1 cm, while the spiral 

motions occurred for other positions. 

A force analysis helps to explain these trajectories. The Lorentz force on the LMW 

at PM = 0 cm is taken as an example to illustrate how the Lorentz force governs the motion 

of the LMW together with Lenz’s law force. The metal wire, which would normally travel 

in a straight downward path due to gravity, instead spirals radially outward due to the 

presence of the magnet. Figure 4.1f shows four typical sequences of frames of the 

temporal evolution of the spiral. The LMWs should be subjected to three primary forces: 

gravity (G), Lorentz force (FL), and Lenz’s law force (FLenz). Viscous drag is neglected as 

it only dissipates energy, resulting from the motion of the LMW and does not dictate the 

path of the metal electromagnetically. Interfacial tension is also neglected since it is near-

zero and presumably uniform along the wire. G accelerates the LMW downward. FLenz is 

the drag force induced by changes in the magnetic flux as the metal wire moves away 

from (or towards) the magnet.  The Lorentz force, defined by the formula: 𝐹𝐿 = 𝐵 ∙ 𝐼 ∙ 𝐿 

(B is magnetic field intensity, I current and L the length of LMW), is the only force that 

causes the liquid metal stream to deviate from its straight, downward path as it exits the 

nozzle.  The direction of the Lorentz force is normal to both the direction of current 

through the wire and the magnetic field from the magnet. In other words, it directs the 

liquid metal stream outwards in a clockwise pattern. 
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Figure 4.1. Liquid metal morphologies under different electric potential, (a) Droplets, 0 

V and (b) Wire, 1.5 V. (c) Current-carrying liquid metal wire rotated by the Lorentz force 

within a magnetic field. (d) Schematic illustration of experimental setup, a blue piece of 

paper covered one wall of the vessel to facilitate imaging. (e) Original images showing 

the LMW path resulting from different positions of the magnet with N pole outwards. The 

dotted lines indicate the location and the shape of the magnet. (f) False colored images of 

LM (white) showing four sequences of frames with a force diagram and motion analysis.  

 

Here, the viscous drag is neglected as it only dissipates energy and does not dictate 

the path of the LMW. The interfacial tension is extremely low (~ 10-5 mN/m). Considering 

the basic unit of the liquid metal wire is a cylinder, the Laplace pressure could be shown 

as the equation: 

 ∆𝑃 = 𝛾
𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑉
=

𝛾

𝑅
  (4-1) 

Given that radius (R) is about 50 m, then the scaling of pressure difference ∆P is 
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about 2 x 10-4 Pa. Moreover, the surface charge will experience the electrostatic pressure 

PE of the external electric field, the LMW (anode), the cathode and NaOH can be regarded 

as the parallel capacitor: 

 𝑃𝐸 =
𝜀𝑟𝜀0

𝑑2 𝑈2  (4-2) 

where ε0 = 8.854 × 10−12 C2N-1m-2 is the vacuum permittivity, εr = 70 is relative 

permittivity of 1M NaOH solution, U is external potential of 1.5 V, d is the distance 

between the electrode and liquid metal wire of 5 cm. And the scaling of PE is about 5.6 × 

10−7 Pa. The LMW will be under the electromagnetic pressure as it whips by the Lorentz 

force: 

 𝑃𝐿 =
𝐹𝐿

𝑆
=

𝐵∙𝑖𝑚∙∆𝐿

𝜋𝑅∙∆𝐿
=

𝐵∙𝑖𝑚

𝜋𝑅
  (4-3) 

where B is about 0.1 T, 𝑖𝑚 is measured electrical current about 60 mA. The scaling 

of PL is about 38.22 Pa, which is much larger than the other possible sources of pressure. 

Thus, the influences of Laplace and electrostatic pressure are also negligible when 

compared to the pressure from Lorentz force.  

Yet, as the Lorentz force redirects the path of the metal, its motion retards as it 

approaches the edge of the magnet (from any direction). The edge of the magnet is the 

location at which changes in magnetic flux are greatest and thus, the forces from Lenz’s 

law are largest. As shown in Figure 4.1f, the motion is divided into four stages. In the 

first stage, the Lorentz force directs LMW outward, and Lenz’s force is presumably 

negligible since the liquid metal is still within the uniform field of the magnet. At stage 

2, the LMW moves near the left edge of the magnet. At this location, the LMW 

experiences the maximum Lenz’s force and a decreased Lorentz force (since it is no 

longer in the strongest part of the magnetic field). Therefore, its outward motion slows at 

this location. Yet, the fresh LMW continues to pump from the nozzle and emerges under 

the control of the relatively large Lorentz force. Thus, it moves outward radially, but in a 
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direction influenced by the instantaneous shape of the metal. For example, in the snapshot 

shown in Figure 4.1f (stage 2), the metal that emerges from the nozzle (and thus the 

current in the wire) directs to the right (the “3 o’clock position”). In stage 3, a greater 

portion of the LMW reaches the edge of the magnet, yet the Lorentz forces continues to 

drive outward the fresh metal emerging from the nozzle. Finally, in stage 4, the LMW 

fully covers the circumference of the magnet and roughly adopts its square shape (shown 

in yellow dotted square box), while the fresh LMW emerging from the nozzle keeps 

moving in response to the Lorentz force. Taken in sum, the LMW experiences the Lorentz 

force as it exits the nozzle, while Lenz’s law force slows the motion and levitates the wire 

at the circumference of the magnet. 

Two representative magnet positions (PM = 0 and -3 cm) are picked for detailed 

Lorentz force analysis of the motion of  LMWs. As shown in Figure 4.2, for PM = 0 cm, 

the magnetic field could be divided into two perpendicular field (B1 and B2), B1 is 

perpendicular to magnet (vertically outwards to magnet), the corresponding Lorentz force 

is F1, which is parallel to magnet drives the LMW radially outwards. B2 is parallel to 

magnet, the corresponding Lorentz force is F2, which is perpendicular to magnet and 

drives the LMW towards the magnet (be drawn to magnet). In summary, the LMW moves 

radially outwards and get close to the magnet at the same time. 
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Figure 4.2. The magnetic field distribution and the corresponding Lorentz force on the 

LMW at PM = 0 cm. 

 

For PM = -3 cm, the LMW moves in spiral motion, as shown in Figure 4.3. It could 

be seen in Figure 4.3a that the LMW has a curly motion through the time evolution of 

the trajectory. The Lorentz force is analyzed at the time (t) of 0 and 0.228 s, as in Figure 

4.3b and c respectively. The left image is detailed analysis while right image is the 

simplified analysis. 
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Figure 4.3. The time evolution of the trajectory of the LMW at PM = -3 cm (a), the 

magnetic field distribution and the corresponding Lorentz force of the LMW at 0 s (b) 

and at 0.288 s (c). 

 

The downward motion of LMW is stopped by Lenz’s law, while the LM keeps 

ejecting from the nozzle. Then the LMW can be divided into 2 parts: inside and outside 
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the magnet. At t = 0 s, based on the distribution of magnetic field and the direction of 

current, the inside part will be driven by the radially outward Lorentz force, while the 

outside part experiences the perpendicular downward Lorentz force. Thus, the inside and 

outside parts both move to the edge of magnet. However, the outside part will keep 

moving and cross edge to enter the magnet. Once this part is in the magnet, the LMW will 

form a concave shape (snapshot of 0.288 s), and the Lorentz force also changes. At t = 

0.288 s, the LMW will experience two opposite Lorentz forces at the concave part, driving 

the LMW form the curly shape. 

The larger Lorentz force, the faster the LMW deviates from its natural linear 

downward trajectory. The VR controls the linear velocity of LMW; thus, higher VR will 

produce longer LMW (larger current at the same time) for a fixed time.  Thus, I performed 

a series of experiments to gain insight into the mechanism of the electromagnetically 

driven trajectories of the LMWs as functions of both VR and the magnetic field strength 

(B) for fixed PM = 0 cm and V = 1.5 V. Figure 4.4 shows the trajectory of LMW at 

different times under various magnetic fields and VRs. Figure 4.4a shows the trajectory 

for VR = 2 l/s and B = 0.1 T, with the N pole pointing outwards. The trajectory is a 

‘semicircle swing arm’ moving clockwise (combination of both circular and curl motions). 

The same trend occurs for the S pole pointing outwards except that the LM moves 

counterclockwise.  Increasing the VR to 4 l/s, while keeping B = 0.1 T (Figure 4.4b), 

increases the length of the LMW for the same time duration for all the stages, as expected.  

At this increased flow rate, the maximum width of the trajectory increases to 5.0 cm 

(Figure 4.4b), and the total elapsed time reduces to 0.62 s for the four stages (in contrast, 

the shape in Figure 4.4a forms in 0.87 s with a width of 4.7 cm). It is evident that the 

increased Lorentz force drives the faster motion in longer wires produced by high VRs. 

To examine the effect of field strength on the trajectory of the LMW, experiments 
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were also carried out with a magnetic field strength of 0.2 T (simply stacking one more 

magnet) with a fixed VR (2 or 4 l/s). In Figure 4.4c, for VR = 2 l/s, the size of the 

trajectory is significantly enlarged (width up to 5.5 cm) relative to 0.1 T, while the time 

for the motion (each stage) remains almost the same compared to that in Figure 4.4a. 

However, upon increasing the VR to 4 l/s, as shown in Figure 4.4d, the enlarged size 

(width of ~5.3 cm) and the same time scales are also observed compared to those in 

Figure 4.4b. Moreover, the increased VR decreases the amount of time to reach each 

stage is mainly due to the reduced elapsed time at Stage 1. Which may be attributed to 

the accumulation process for the LMW to reach to a sufficient length at initial stage, to 

induce sufficient Lorentz force to redirect the path of the LMW (lift the LMW in stage 1).  

To further demonstrate how Lorentz force drives the trajectory of LMWs from the 

first stage to the beginning of the third stage, the calculated average velocities (v equals 

to the total length divided by time) and diameters of the LMW at different times, as 

reported in Figure 4.4e. The fourth stage is excluded in the plot since the effect of Lenz’s 

law causes the LMW to fully stop at the edge of the magnet. There are major differences 

in the acceleration time and final velocity of LMWs depending on the conditions. For VR 

= 2l/s, the velocity, v, can reach about 20 cm/s in 0.7 s, while for VR = 4 l/s, the velocity 

reaches up to 35 cm/s in as short as 0.45 s. Moreover, for the second stage, the acceleration 

(a) is about 60 cm/s2 for VR = 4 l/s, while it is about 40 cm/s2 for VR = 2 l/s. Doubling 

the magnetic field intensity has little effect on the average diameter and velocity of the 

LMW. 
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Figure 4.4. Liquid Dynamics under Various Magnetic Fields and VRs. Sequence of 

photographs recording the motion of a liquid metal wire under different experimental 

conditions with the magnet center fixed at 0 cm, N pole outwards. (a) 2 l/s, 0.1 T; (b) 4 

l/s, 0.1 T; (c) 2 l/s, 0.2 T; (d) 4 l/s, 0.2 T. The square-shaped magnet is with 

dimensions of 5 × 5 × 0.5 cm3. (e) The changes of average velocity and diameter of LMW. 

The fourth stage is excluded from (e) as LM wire fully stops at the edge of magnet. 

 

More detailed statistical results for elapsed time and the size of the trajectory, 

including height (Hmax) and width (Wmax) are shown in Figure 4.5. As shown in figure 

4.5a, the curves represent the elapsed time as ‘semicircle swing arm’ moves clockwise of 

90 degrees at intervals. And the VR determines the total elapsed time of the rotation 

process. While figure 4.5b demonstrate the size of the path of LMWs, and it is the 

magnetic field intensity that dominates the size. 
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Figure 4.5. Statistical Results for Elapsed Time and the Size of Path. (a) Elapsed time 

with circle angles. (b) the size of the path of LMW under different conditions, including 

height (Hmax) and width (Wmax). LM stands for the length of the magnet (fixed at 5 cm).  

 

In fact, the velocity used here is a resultant velocity, as LMW is accelerated outward. 

At beginning, the LM is ejected out from the nozzle at a VR controlled by a syringe pump. 

The value of VR determines the initial velocity of the LMW (for VR = 2 ml/s, the initial 

velocity is about 3.7 cm/s), it is the v1 along the LMW. At this initial stage, the true 

velocity (v) of the LMW equals to v1. As the LMW is formed, it will experience the 

Lorentz force, which accelerates the LMW radially outwards, it is the v2 perpendicular to 

the LMW. And v2 keeps increasing to a large value (e.g., 20 cm/s) before it slows by 

Lenz’s law. At this stage, the velocity (v) of the LMW is the resultant velocity of v1 and 

v2, as shown in Figure 4.6. The value of v1 is influenced by gravity, considering that the 

LMW rotates in a small region (-2.5 ~ +2.5 cm) at PM = 0 cm, the value of v1 is taken as 

a constant. As v2 is increasing, the direction of v will vary from the direction of v1 to the 

direction of v2. When the value of v2 is significantly larger than v1, the value and direction 

of v will be very close to that of v2, as in Figure 4.6. The velocity of the LMW is calculated 

through the length of the LMW divided by time, this should be the true velocity (v) of the 

LMW. And the increase of v is due to the increase of v2, thus, the increase of v shows the 
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acceleration of Lorentz force. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. the velocity change of the LMW during the acceleration outwards process. v1 

is the velocity of LM flowing along the LMW, v2 is the Lorentz force accelerated radially 

velocity, v is the true velocity of the LMW (resultant velocity of v1 and v2) 

 

The results indicate that increasing the VR reduces the total time, while doubling 

the magnetic field considerably increases the size of the trajectory. Importantly, during 

the acceleration by the Lorentz force, the average diameter of the LMW’s cross section 

decreases from 0.25 at stage 1 to 0.11 mm at stage 3. According to Newton’s second law 

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑙
= −𝜌

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑡
, where 𝜌 is the density of liquid metal wire. The decrease in diameter leads 

to the increase of velocity, and this further decreases the diameter of the wire, causing 

further acceleration in a positive feedback loop. Furthermore, the total length of the wire 

increases simultaneously, which leads to an increase in the current and the Lorentz force. 

Thus, the radial acceleration of the LMW consists of two contributions: the Lorentz force 

and the reduction of mass per unit length from the elongating wire (i.e., narrowing 

diameter and simultaneous elongation of LMW). In contrast, the force from Lenz’s law 

slows down the LMW as it reaches the edge of the magnet. 
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In the central region of the magnet, the Lorentz force accelerates the LMW outward 

until it reaches the edge of the magnet, at which point it slows, stops, and ultimately 

levitates due to Lenz’s law. Next, the trajectories (stage 4) of the LMW driven dominantly 

by the force from Lenz’s Law are demonstrated. The experiments are designed to let 

LMW move into the region of the magnet by placing the magnet below the syringe 

(Figure 4.7). The gravity is allowed to accelerate the metal downward to form long 

LMWs to maximize the effect of Lenz’s law.  

First, the metal was pumped at a VR of 2 l/s without a magnet to investigate the 

change in the velocity of the LMW due to gravity. A sequence of frames collected with 

an interval of 0.034 s allowed estimates of the velocity as shown in Figure 4.7a. The 

LMW emerges initially from the nozzle as a small bead. Gravity pulls this bead from the 

nozzle and a cylindrical stream follows. This acceleration causes the leading bead to reach 

a maximum value of ~25 cm/s at the position of -6 cm. Below this position, the velocity 

has an almost a constant value. The velocity change can be fitted with an exponential 

function. Thus, a few typical positions are chosen, representing four different velocities, 

to study the effect of the velocity on the LMWs in the presence of a magnet (N pole points 

outwards and B ~ 0.1 T) centered at these positions. The positions are marked as b, c, d, 

and e in Figure 4.7a, corresponding to the positions of -4, -5, -6, and -9 cm, respectively. 

The images of the LMWs’ trajectories for different PM are shown in Figure 4.7b-

e. For the PM = -4 cm, the metal wire undergoes a clockwise spiral motion within a small 

region near the left-upper edge of the magnet. The trajectory becomes larger for PM = -5 

cm. There is a big difference in the LMW trajectory for PM = -6 cm. The trajectory adopts 

the same square shape of the magnet circumference. The case is the same for the PM = -9 

cm. These results show that the force from Lenz’s Law is fully responsible for the 

positioning of the LMW along the edge of the magnet at PM = -6 cm, while the Lorentz 
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force only directs the outward motion during stage 1. The same experiments by putting 

the magnet with S pole outward are also performed, the same effects occurred except the 

LMW rotated anti-clockwise. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Role of Velocity on LMW Trajectory. (a) The velocity of LM pumped from 

the needle at 2 l/s without a magnet, with the inset showing snapshots of the trajectories. 

The green dotted line represents the needle outlet, above the green line is the needle, while 

under the green line is the LMW. (b-e) and the typical trajectories under 0.1 T magnetic 

field at different positions with the N pole outwards. The dotted lines indicate the location 

and the shape of the magnet. 

 

 It is remarkable that the trajectory of the LMW (for PM = -6 cm) adopts the same 

shape as the periphery of the square-shaped magnet. Thus, detailed Lorentz force and 

motion analysis are conducted for PM = -4 and -6 cm to show the difference. As shown 

in Figure 4.8, for PM = -4 cm, the LMW also moves in spiral motion. The motion is 

similar with that of LMW at PM = -3 cm. The difference is that the spiral area is larger at 

-4 cm, which could be attributed to that the outside part of the LMW moves a longer 

distance along the magnet upper edge before the outside part enters the magnet. The 
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Lorentz force analysis shows that as the magnet is farther away from the nozzle, the part 

of the LMW near the nozzle will experience an upward Lorentz force (pointing away 

from the magnet), which will lift the part of magnet, contributing to the longer motion 

along the magnet edge. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. The time evolution of the trajectory of the LMW at PM = -4 cm (a), the 

magnetic field distribution and the corresponding Lorentz force of the LMW at 0 s (b). 

 

While for PM = -6 cm, the big difference is that the LMW circles around the magnet. 

In fact, the circular motion at PM = -6 cm is a kind of spiral motion like that at PM = -3 
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and -4 cm, just because the motion of the LMW at -6 cm can cover the whole magnet. 

And the main factor is that the magnet much farther away from the nozzle, a larger part 

of the LMW near the nozzle will experience the upward Lorentz force. This enables that 

the LMW can move along the whole edge of magnet, as shown in Figure 4.9. 

 

 

Figure 4.9. The magnetic field distribution and the corresponding Lorentz force of the 

LMW at PM = -6 cm. 

 

To further demonstrate the effect of LMW adopting the same shape of magnet, 

experiments using magnets with different shapes at PM = -6 cm are also performed. As 

shown in Figure 4.10a-c, the shapes of LMW’s trajectories match well with those of the 

magnets (figure 4.10d). These results show that the liquid wire arrests around the 

perimeter of the magnets where the divergence of the magnetic field or Lenz’s Law force 

is largest. Experiments using two magnets which are arranged in various configurations 

at PM = -6 cm are also conducted. For the configuration I (Figure 4.10e), two circular 

magnets were placed side-by-side at a distance of 0.5 cm with their N poles outwards. 

Placing the needle in the middle of the two magnets caused the LMW to move along the 

edges of the two magnets. It takes about 1 s for the wire to complete one loop. The whole 
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circular process lasts for 4 loops in about 4 s, before the LMW breaks and falls at the 5th 

loop. It is remarkable to note that all the loops appear to stay still (or levitate) and do not 

fall despite the density of the metal being nearly 6x larger than the electrolyte. When the 

S poles of the magnets point outwards, the motion of the LMW in Figures 4.10f is 

complementary (but in opposite directions) to the N poles outwards.  

In configuration II (Figures 4.10g, h), two circular magnets were placed side-by-

side, separated by a distance of 0.5 cm, with the N pole outwards for the left-side magnet 

and the S pole outwards for the right-side magnet. Unlike the configuration I, the LMW 

could no longer move along the two magnets, and it only circled around one of them, 

depending on which was closer to the needle instead. The LMW continues circling around 

the magnet within ~1 s and breaks and falls at end of the 3rd loop.  

In the configuration III, two circular magnets were aligned vertically at a distance 

of 0.5 cm with N poles outwards. Figures 4.10i show that the LMW prefers to circle 

around the upper magnet. When the LM begins to drop down under the influence of 

gravity, however, the lower magnet slows down the descent and pulls the LMW to the 

edge of the lower magnet. When the first loop is finished, the bottom part of the LMW 

begins to slowly drop. The lower magnet gradually pulls this portion to its edge. When 

the third loop of liquid metal forms, the bottom part of the first loop reaches its maximum 

size and just moves along the edge of the lower magnet, this process is cyclic. Moreover, 

when the S poles of both magnets are arranged outwards, the motion of the LMW in 

Figures 4.10j is complementary to that when the N poles are outwards. 

In configuration IV, two circular magnets align in a vertical column. One of them 

has the N pole outwards while the other has the S pole outwards. The results in Figure 

4.10k and Figure 4.10l are almost the same: the LMW just moves around the upper 

magnet regardless of the magnetic pole. The LMW never circles around the lower magnet, 
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and the magnetic field of the lower magnet does not influence the falling process at all. 

 

 

Figure 4.10. The liquid metal traces out the perimeter of the magnets, which are located 

behind the blue paper. The liquid metal can be configured into different shapes (a-d) and 

complicated magnetic field arrangements by using two circle magnets with diameters of 

3.5 cm, (e-h) N/S poles placed side by side with a distance of 0.5 cm; (i-l) N/S poles 

arranged vertically with a distance of 0.5 cm. The yellow dotted lines indicate the location 

and the sahpe of the magnet. 

 

In the four configurations, the liquid metal makes the hidden magnet effectively 

‘visible’ by tracing the perimeter either immediately (configuration I) or in a gradual way 

(configuration III). Moreover, the displayed magnet can be re-invisible again by just 

reversing the N/S pole, which is just like an on-off switch. 
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In addition to these static patterns, I have also performed the dynamic pattern as the 

magnet moved horizontally at PM = -6 cm. Here the square-shaped pattern of LMW 

displaced along with the magnet. When, the magnet moves to right at a very slow speed 

of 0.2 cm/s, the LWM also adopts the same shape of the square-shaped magnet at each 

position, as shown in the selected four patterns at different time (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th 

patterns are respectively at the time of 2 s, 6 s. 11 s and 16 s) in Figure 4.11a. The images 

on the far right are the superposition of the first four snapshots. However, the LMW 

breaks between the sequential patterns. That is, as the magnet moves to right, the LWM 

firstly break, and then quickly forms another pattern at a new position. When the speed 

of magnet displacement is increased to 1 cm/s, the dynamic pattern of LMW became a 

continuous process without any breakage, while slight distortion of the squared shape 

emerged (Figure 4.11b). As the speed of magnet was further increased to 3 cm/s, it was 

still a continuous process with obvious distortion of its squared shape (Figure 4.11c). 

These different dynamic patterns are controlled by Lenz’s Law force, while higher speed 

of magnet induces larger Lenz’s law forces, leading to significant distortion of the LMW 

pattern. All the patterns of LMWs are stable during the motion of the LMWs, which are 

unexpected and novel. The transiently stable wire and pattern structures could be formed 

under the interaction of electromagnetism and fluid dynamics by overcoming the Plateau-

Rayleigh instability, realizing non-contact manipulation of liquid metal wires. 
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Figure 4.11. Representative images of dynamic patterns of LMW as magnet moved 

horizontally at PM = -6 cm with different speed, N pole outwards and 0.1 T. (a) 0.2 cm/s, 

(b) 1cm/s, (c) 3cm/s. The images on the far right are the superposition of the first four 

snapshots. 

 

To analyses the dynamics of LMWs, I build a physical mode based on the electrical 

current passing through the LMWs as the current plays an important role during the 

electromagnetic interaction induced motion of LMW. The electric current is believed to 

originate from the oxidizing surface reaction: 𝐺𝑎 → 𝐺𝑎3+ + 3𝑒− . The current travels 

through the wire (electrons flow toward the nozzle). I reason that the current should 

increase with proximity to the nozzle for two reasons: (1) fresh metal interface forms as 
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the metal exits the nozzle and must be oxidized via this reaction and (2) any oxide that 

dissolves in the NaOH solution along the length of the wire must be replaced 

electrochemically. The current, therefore is greatest near the nozzle, which has subtle 

implications for the behavior of the liquid metal thread. For example, the deformations 

for PM = +3 and -3 cm are slightly different, though the magnetic field intensity at these 

two positions are almost the same. I reason that the current density is lower at PM = -3 cm 

and thus the force is smaller. 

To verify this, I have measured the electrical current in the circuit under different 

conditions. The electrical currents are collected by Keithley DMM 2002 on a Labview 

platform for three cases:  

1) absence of LMW and magnet.  

2) free falling of LMW without a magnet.  

3) Substitute the LMW by a copper wire with comparable in diameter and length. 

 

 

Figure 4.12. (a) The measured electrical current passing through the LMW and its 

comparison to the cases without the wire and with a copper wire under the same external 

voltage fixed at 1.5 V. (b) the diagram of electrons flow toward the nozzle. Here, I depict 

two oxidation reactions occurring at distinct positions, although in reality there are 

reactions occurring along the entire length. Consequently, the current increases along the 
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length of the metal toward the direction of the nozzle due to the cumulative effect of 

oxidation along the length of the wire 

 

As shown in Figure 4.12, for the case 1, with the external voltage fixed at 1.5 V, 

the current is ~ 0.4 mA. While for case 2, the current increases by ~200x to ~80 mA (here 

the length of LWM is about 11 cm). Furthermore, the current remains nearly constant 

during the free falling of the LMW. For case 3, although copper wire is a good conductor 

as LM, it gives an insignificant current (< 1 mA) without the formation and dissolution 

of oxide. And for case 1 and case 3, the fluctuation on current is very small and it should 

be attributed to background noise. While for case 2, the fluctuation (about 10 mA) is 

induced by the dynamic oxidation/dissolution of surface oxide layer as above-discussion. 

The current of the LMWs with different length are also measured and analysed, as 

shown in Figure 4.13. Here, the LMWs are obtained with length ranging from 5 to 14 

cm, and all LMWs with different length can stably flow as LMs are pumped out from the 

syringe.  

The current is divided into three regions (abbreviate as R1, R2 and R3 in Figure 

4.13a). R1 refers to region where LMW freely falls from nozzle to bottom substrate. 

Current will quickly increase with the length of LMW for R1 region. R2 refers to region 

2 where LMW keeps flowing stably, and the current remains a relatively stable value with 

small fluctuation induced by dynamic oxidation/dissolution on the surface of LMW. 

However, there are different humps appeared for the current curve for LWM length of 5 

cm. This is because when LMW reaches the bottom substrate, it will not disintegrate into 

droplets immediately, yet remains as a continuous wire structure for a certain time. This 

leads to the slow increase in current for LWM length of 5 cm. For other LMWs with 

sufficient length, the cumulative effect of LMWs on bottom substrate is not significant. 
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R3 refers to region 3 where LM is stopped from being ejected from the nozzle. The 

volume of each ejection is pre-set. In my experiments, the pre-set volume of ejection to 

be 80 l and the volumetric flow rate is 2 l/s, then the duration for this ejection will be 

40 s. The current will decrease to almost zero as LMWs break and falls. Moreover, the 

current passing through the LMWs was found to increase near linearly with the length of 

the wires, which can be linearly fitted by equation y = 53.4 + 1.933x, as shown in Figure 

4.13b. This result agrees with my conclusion that the current is generated through the 

oxidation and dissolving of the surface oxide. 

 

 

Figure 4.13. (a) Current versus time of LMWs with different length. (b) Statistical mean 

value of the current with different lengths measured in R2, which can be linearly fitted by 

equation y = 53.4 + 1.933x. The external voltage is fixed at 1.5 V for all cases.  

 

When the square magnet is placed at different positions, the change of current is 

shown in Figure 4.14. Different magnet positions give rise to different currents. The 

currents show periodic oscillation with different frequencies and magnitudes [see Figure 

4.14a, d and g]. The frequencies and oscillations correspond well to the cyclic dynamic 

formation/disintegration of LMWs. The frequency data is obtained through FFT of 
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current, and it decreases as magnet moves downwards (away from the nozzle). For the 

case of LMWs residing outside the magnets (PM = -6 and -9 cm), the frequency is reduced 

to 0.34 and 0.20 Hz and their oscillating magnitudes are also significantly suppressed. 

It is quite interesting to note that the current does not increase linearly with the 

increasing length of the wires. This is unexpected according to Figure 4.13, and the 

differences (Figure 4.14c, f and i) between the estimated current (𝑖𝑒 ) and measured 

current (𝑖𝑚) is very significant. This should be attributed to the effects of Lenz’s law. The 

Faraday’s law of induction is applied to quantitively explain the effect of the Lenz’s law. 

For a LMW rotating in a magnet, a potential (ε) will be induced: 𝜀 = ∮(𝐸 + 𝑣 × 𝐵)𝑑𝑙, 

where v is the velocity of the LMW, and E is electric field along LMW. The ∮ 𝐸𝑑𝑙 term 

on the right side of the equation shows the contribution of the Lenz’s law effect, while 

∮ 𝑣 × 𝐵𝑑𝑙 is the Lorentz force on charges by the motion of LMW. 
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Figure 4.14. Electrical current data of LMWs with magnet placed at different positions, 

(a-c) PM = 0 cm, (d-f) PM = -6 cm, (g-i) PM = -9 cm. The current value is synchronized 

with the periodically formation/disintegration of LMW. The inset figures in (a, d, g) are 

the frequency data through FFT of current. (b, e, h) are the first three cycles, and (c, f, i) 

show the current drop in the first cycle induced by Lenz’s law effect. The external voltage 

is fixed at 1.5 V for all cases.  

 

The current drop induced by Lenz’s law effect is 𝑖𝑙 = 𝑖𝑒 − 𝑖𝑚 . Where 𝑖𝑚  is the 

measured current, 𝑖𝑒(𝑚𝐴) = 53.4 + 1.933𝑙 (𝑐𝑚), 𝑙 is the length of LMW. Thus, I can 

get the current density along the LMW: 

 𝐽 =
𝐼

𝐴
  (4-4) 

where I is the current and A is the cross-sectional area of LMW. And a common 

approximation to the current density assumes the current simply is proportional to the 

electric field along the LMW, as expressed by: 

 𝐽 = 𝜎𝐸  (4-5) 

where E is the electric field and σ is the electrical conductivity (about 3.3x106 S/m). 

Thus, the electric field along LMW could be expressed as: 

 𝐸 =
𝐼𝑙

𝜎∙𝐴
  (4-6) 

Take the data of magnet position PM = -6 cm for calculation, where 𝑖𝑚 is 60 mA, 

the maximum length of the LMW is about 50 cm, the average velocity of LMW is 20 

cm/s (one loops occurs in 1 s). The magnetic field is regarded as a uniform field (0.1 T).  

 ∮ 𝐸𝑙𝑑𝑙 = − ∮
0.1933𝑙−0.0066

𝜎∙𝐴
𝑑𝑙 = −

0.1933𝑙2

2
−0.0066𝑙

𝜎∙𝐴
  (4-7) 

 ∮ 𝑣 × 𝐵𝑑𝑙 = 2 × 10−2𝑙  (4-8) 

∮ 𝐸𝑑𝑙 is about -0.81 V (the negative sign indicates the direction opposite to that of 
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the oxidizing current). In comparison,  ∮ 𝑣 × 𝐵𝑑𝑙  is only about 0.01 V, which is 

negligible. When the magnet is placed at other positions PM = 0, and -9 cm, the calculated 

value of ∮ 𝐸𝑑𝑙 is -0.18, and -1.63 V, respectively.  In comparison, the calculated value of 

the Lorentz-force induced potential ( ∮ 𝑣 × 𝐵𝑑𝑙) for the three magnet positions is only as 

small as 0.00625, and 0.014 V. Thus, the Lenz’s law effect should be primarily 

responsible for the significant current drop. The effects of Lenz’s Law increase with the 

length of the LMW, while the effect of Lorentz force on current change is negligible. 

Despite that Lorentz force have no effect on the current change, it plays an 

important role in directing the rotation of LMW (and accelerating LMW inside magnet). 

Most importantly, as the LMWs reach the edge of the magnet, they stop and levitate in 

the solution for a few seconds. And the levitation of the LMWs is achieved due to the 

balance between gravity (G), buoyancy (Fb) and Lorentz force (FL). To simplify the 

calculation of Lorentz force, the concept ‘equivalent length’, which stands for the 

corresponding length of measured current, is applied as follows:  

 𝐿𝑒 =
∆𝑖

1.933
  (4-9) 

where ∆𝑖 is the current change in one loop when a LMW circles around magnet. 

For example, when magnet is at PM = -6 cm, the value of current is increased by 12 mA 

for two loops in 2 s, here ∆𝑖 is 6 mA (12 mA/ 2 loops). Thus, the corresponding Lorentz 

force: 𝐹𝐿 = 𝐵 ∙ 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝐿𝑒. Where 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the current before LMW finally starts to fall due 

to gravity: 𝐺 =  𝜌𝑙 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ 𝑉 . Where V is the volume of LMW and take buoyancy into 

consideration: 𝐹𝑏 = 𝜌𝑤 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ 𝑉. The net force downward is as follows: 

 𝐹𝑛 = 𝐺 − 𝐹𝑏 = ∆ρ ∙ g ∙ V = ∆ρ ∙ g ∙ π𝑟2 ∙ 𝐿  (4-10) 

where 𝜌𝑙  is about 6.3 x 103 kg/m3,  𝜌𝑤  is 1.0x 103 kg/m3, g is gravitational 

acceleration (9.8 N/kg), r is about 50 m, L is the total length of LMW. Thus, I have the 

equation:  
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 𝐹𝑛 = 4.08 × 10−4 ∙ 𝐿  (4-11). 

Thus, the maximum length of LMW can be estimated by the following equation: 

 𝐹𝑛 = 𝐹𝐿 → 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
104

4.08
∙ 𝐵 ∙ 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙

∆𝑖

1.933
  (4-12) 

For PM = 0 cm: ∆𝑖 = 3.5 mA and 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 63 mA. And I can get 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 27.9 cm. 

For PM = -6 cm: ∆𝑖 = 6 mA and 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 66 mA. Here, 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 50.2 cm. 

For PM = -9 cm: ∆𝑖 = 8 mA and 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 73 mA. Then, 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 74 cm. 

These calculated lengths are consistent with my statistical data in Figure 4.14 c, f 

and j.  

Typically, within the range of LMW stably formed, the farther distance between the 

magnet and nozzle, the more loops will the LMW circle around the perimeter of magnet. 

Moreover, the frequency distributions of the current at PM = 0 cm is decentralized, 

indicating an unstable structure of LMW patterns inside magnet. For other experimental 

conditions that LMW formed with different VRs and magnetic fields, electric currents are 

also measured, as shown in Figure 4.15. The currents of the LMWs at R2 stage (stable 

flowing stage) are selected to compare the current value and frequency of the LMW 

formed under different conditions. As expected, the current value increase by 5 mA when 

doubling the VR from 2 to 4 l/s, while it significant decreases when double the magnetic 

field, as in Figure 4.15e. The difference of measured current value is consistent with my 

previous conclusion: the longer LMW formed in a fixed will increase the current while 

strong magnetic field will enhance the Lenz’s law effect, leading to the current decrease. 

Meanwhile, the frequency decreases with the VR while significantly enlarged by 

doubling the magnetic field, resulting in the unstable structures and early fracture, as in 

Figure 4.15f. 
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Figure 4.15. Current versus time of LMWs when a magnet placed at PM = 0 cm under 

different experimental conditions. (a) 2 l/s, 0.1 T; (b) 4 l/s, 0.1 T; (c) 2 l/s, 0.2 T; (d) 

4 l/s, 0.2 T. 

 

The currents for different magnet positions when placing the magnet below the 

syringe are also measured. Figure 4.16 shows the current difference for PM = -4, -5, -6 

and -9 cm. Besides the suppression of current for PM = -6 and -9 cm, the current difference 

between the measured current and the estimated current (with the corresponding length) 

for PM = -4, and -5 cm can be roughly calculated. For PM = -4 cm, the length of the LMW 

is about 6 cm (based on the scale of dotted line of magnet size of 5 cm), the corresponding 

current should be 65 mA (based on y = 53.4 + 1.933x). While the measured current is 

about 55 mA, the current difference is 10 mA. For PM = -5 cm, the length of the LMW is 

about 20 cm, the corresponding current should be 92 mA. While the measured current is 

about 60 mA, the current difference is 32 mA. And the current difference increases to 90 

and 110 mA for PM = -6 and -9 cm. And the strength of Lenz’s law effect could be verified 
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from the value of current difference. Moreover, the current value keeps increasing as the 

magnet moving down away the nozzle (longer LMW), and the frequency decreases from 

0.51 to 0.2 Hz, indicating a more stable structure at PM = -9 cm. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. Current versus time of LMWs with a magnet placed at different positions. 

(a) PM = -4 cm; (b) PM = -5 cm; (c) PM = -6 cm and (d) PM = -9 cm. 

 

As the early fracture emerges in the LMW with high velocity at PM = 0 cm 

(decentralized frequency of the current) is observed, implying that the effect of inertial 

should also be considered as LMW whips by the Lorentz force. Here, a dimensionless 

number He as the ratio of inertial force and Lorentz force is defined as follows: 

 𝐻𝑒 = ∆𝜌𝑣2𝑑 𝐵 ∙ 𝑖𝑚⁄   (4-13) 

The number for different cases is calculated, as shown in Figure 4.17. When the 

He is small, the LMWs can be continually formed before they finally break due to gravity, 

enabling the successfully patterns around magnet (Figure 4.17a, He < 5 for all positions). 
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When He is large, the inertial of the LMWs becomes significant, resulting in the early 

fracture of the LMWs. As shown in Figure 4.17b, the lower fracture threshold value of 

He is found to be around 5 under current experiment conditions. 

 

 

Figure 4.17. Calculated ration of inertial force and Lorentz force (He) when (a) magnet 

is placed at different positions, and (b) LMW is formed under different conditions with 

magnet placing at PM = 0 cm. 

 

4.4 Conclusion and Prospect 

In summary, using only 1.5 V and a common magnet, the unique ability to steer 

free-flowing liquid metal wires in a non-contact manner into paths and suspended shapes 

was demonstrated. This enables fascinating effects including rotational motion, levitation, 

and acceleration. The electrical current passing through the LMWs enable me to connect 

the Lenz’s Law effect, Lorentz force and gravity together, and to build a physical mode 

to analyses the dynamics of the LMWs. Lenz’s law effect stabilizes the LMW pattern by 

controlling the current through LMW within a stable range. While Lorenz force rotates 

and accelerates the LMW, and the levitated LMW patterns are achieved by the force 

balance of Lorentz force and gravity. The transiently stable structures formed here could 
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be routes to build on this patterning method to stabilize the structures by either co-

extruding a shell (e.g., polymeric material), cooling the receiving substrate (for 

solidification), or by curing the structures in a monomer solution (e.g., hydrogel). The 

findings are visually stunning and reveal previously hidden capabilities of such forces due 

to the use of soft (and highly conductive) liquid conductors, thereby enabling the 

patterning of useful metallic shapes and as a new strategy for shaping fluids in a non-

contact manner. 
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Chapter 5. Screening Effect of Liquid Metal Droplets 

5.1 Abstract 

Room temperature liquid metals are known for their giant deformation property 

under application of voltage. This paper demonstrates an unusual deformation 

phenomenon of liquid metal droplets, which induces a Faraday cage-like screening effect. 

Such a screening effect is induced when a droplet deforms and surrounds the cathode, 

yielding a huge inner electric field within an electrical-double-layer to screen the external 

electric field. The screening effect protects the droplet or other droplets from further 

oxidation and contact with the cathode. Moreover, analogous contact inhibition behavior 

of multiple droplets triggered by the screening effect is observed. The droplets are 

arranged to arrive at the cathode at the same time (e.g., tilted substrate), and they come 

into contact with each other without merging and stop their deformation. Once they are 

separated by moving the cathode, the deformation process is restarted. The screening 

effect of liquid metal droplets may unlock a potential application in liquid systems, just 

as the analogous biological contact inhibition behavior enables new strategies for 

biochemistry and biophysics. 

 

5.2 Observation of New Fluid Phenomenon Based on Screening Effect 

Recently, liquid metals (LMs), especially gallium-based (Galinstan, the eutectic 

alloy of gallium indium and tin used in this work) LMs have received significant attention 

recently because of their multifunctional properties of soft and stretchable metallic 

conductors, microchannels, suitability for electrochemical manipulation and different 

printing methods, et.2-3, 6-8, 10-11 The LMs are well known for their giant deformation 

property under application of a voltage in base/acid solution, leading to electrochemical 

oxidation of the surface of the LMs.10, 25, 164 This electrochemical manipulation lowers the 
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effective interfacial tension and enables the deformation and fluidity of the LMs. Thus, 

various unique properties/behavior of LMs have been explored,10-11, 25, 152-153, 158, 164-166, 

181, 183 such as reversible deformation,10 controllable locomotion,152-153, 158 patterning,165 

heartbeat effects,166 a “superfluid-like” penetration effect,181 and liquid metal streams.11, 

183 The reversible deformation of liquid metal droplets (LMDs) is the first phenomenon 

of great concern. An LMD connected to an anode spread like the growth of a tree in NaOH 

solution under a DC voltage. There was also a previous report that irreversible 

deformation could be achieved by using an electrode wetted with liquid gallium, realizing 

simultaneous deformation and solidification.164  

Meanwhile, most explorations were conducted in a free space (to avoid contact with 

the cathode) to investigate the deformation behavior or instabilities of LMs, none of 

which were designed to be carried out in a finite space. That is, to determine what happens 

when the LMDs move toward the cathode within an extremely close distance. The most 

intuitive view is that the LMs would easily come into contact with the cathode (copper 

electrode) due to the wetting property of the oxide surface (Ga2O3 layer) of LMDs,88, 161, 

184 resulting in a short circuit. The oxides accumulating on the surface increase the 

thickness of the surface oxide layer (up to hundreds of nanometers),163 however, which 

significantly decreases the strength of the external electrical field within a short distance. 

In contrast, an electrical-double-layer (EDL) is induced by the distribution of ions at the 

LM/solution interface25-26, 28, 119, 152 and has a thickness of a few nanometers,185-187 

forming a huge interior electrical field (typically with scale of ~107 V/cm under dozens 

of millivolts).186 Once the LMD moves around the cathode within the EDL, the inner 

electrical field is expected to counter the external electrical field. Thus, the deformation 

and locomotion towards the cathode of the LMs should not be theoretically assumed to 

be a simple oxidation and wetting process. Instead, the behavior of the LMs is supposed 
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to be controllable and complicate, especially within the distance of EDL zone. New 

phenomena as well novel fluidic properties are expected to be observed. 

In my work, the LMDs deform and move towards the cathode under different 

external voltages and electrode distances. For one LMD configuration, the LMD has no 

direct contact with the cathode when it arrives at cathode. Instead, the LMD bypasses the 

cathode and surrounds it without wetting. Then, no further oxidation of the LMD is 

observed, while the LM keeps flowing from anode to cathode until all the LM has left 

anode. The screening effect, which is induced by the mutual resistance of the external and 

internal electrical fields, is supposed to prevent the droplet from further oxidation and 

contact with cathode. In the multi-LMD configuration, the droplets compete to deform 

and move toward the cathode. Once one LMD arrives at the cathode, other LMDs stop 

their oxidation/deformation and are retracted to the anode as the one LMD surrounds the 

cathode. The screening effect counteracts the external electrical field outside the 

surrounding zone at the cathode. Moreover, when two LMDs are arranged to arrive at 

cathode at the same time, they remain in contact with each other without merging, while 

LMDs easily merge in NaOH solution. During the contact, their oxidation is terminated 

while they keep flowing from anode to cathode. Once one LMD leaves the anode and 

breaks, significant reactivated oxidation of the other LMD is simultaneously observed. 

This shows that the screening effect interacts with multi-LMDs. The oxidation can also 

be restarted for all LMDs by moving the cathode, which can be used to separate LMDs. 

This deformation process of LMDs, to some extent, is analogous to contact inhibition in 

cell biology, which may enable new strategies for biochemistry and biophysics. 

 

5.3 Experimental Setup and Analysis of Screening effect 

The LMDs were immersed in NaOH solution in a horizontal petri dish with anode 
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attached. The experiments were first conducted by using one LMD 1 cm in size, as shown 

in Figure 5.1a. Different distances (D) between the LMD and the cathode, as well as 

various external voltages were applied to investigate the deformation of the LMD under 

different voltages and electric fields (E). The experiments were conducted under 

relatively low voltage from 3 to 10.5 V, with the distance varying from 2 to 7 cm. Images 

of LMDs reaching the cathode under different conditions are presented to demonstrate 

the differences. With a fixed electric field of 1.5 V/cm, as in Figure 5.1b, the LMDs 

under low voltage (3 - 5 V) show directional locomotion towards the cathode with less 

fractals compared to the highly deformed tree-like shapes of LMDs subjected to high 

voltages (7.5 - 10.5V). In Figure 5.1c, however, when the voltage is fixed at 5 V, the 

LMDs moved in a similar direction as D increases from 2 cm to 7 cm with increased 

movement time (t). Surprisingly, the LMDs did not break as soon as they reached the 

cathode. Figure 5.1d (5 V with D = 3.33 cm) shows that the LMD further surrounds the 

cathode for a certain time until all LM leave the anode and break, indicating that no short 

circuit appears during the deformation process. 
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Figure 5.1. (a) The configuration of one droplet. D stands for distance between 

electrodes. Different deformations triggered by (b) voltages with fixed electric field of 

1.5 V/cm, and (c) electric fields with fixed voltage of 5 V.  (d) the deformation over time 

of one liquid metal droplet, under voltage of 5 V and electric field of 1.5 V/cm. (e) 

Illustrated motion and equivalent circuit of the droplet. (f) Changes of velocity, surface 

area size, and (g) electrical current of the droplet over three stages. 

 

The deformation of the LMD in Figure 5.1d is divided into three stages based on 

the calculated velocity of the head of the LMD (illustrated in Figure 5.1e). At stage 1 

(S1), the LMD moves toward the cathode at a low velocity of around 0.25 cm/s (black 

curve in Figure 5.1f). At stage 2 (S2), the LMD accelerates to the maximum velocity of 

0.75 cm/s as it reaches the cathode at time, t = 6.5 s. Then, the LMD further moves around 

the cathode with decreased velocity. At t = 8.5 s, the head of the LMD stops and surrounds 

the cathode. At stage 3 (S3), the LMD keeps flowing from anode to cathode until the rear 
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of the LMD breaks at the anode at t = 14.4 s. The LMDs under different voltages and 

electric fields were observed to show the same trend of velocity change. That is, the 

velocity of the LMD undergoes significant acceleration near the cathode at stage 2. 

Moreover, the increase of surface area of the LMD (red curve in Figure 5.1f) is also more 

significant at stage 2 compared to the increase at stage 1. Then, the surface area of the 

LMD quickly decreases as the LM keeps flowing instead of deforming at stage 3. The 

changes of the velocity and surface area are induced by decreasing the interfacial tension 

(γ) of the LMD with electrochemical surface oxidation reduced to an extremely low value. 

Meanwhile, a significant electrical current (I) arises from the electrochemical oxidation, 

as shown in Figure 5.1g. The electrical current slowly increases from 162 to 175 mA (t 

= 5 s) at stage1 (with a slope factor of 2.3 in the Figure 5.1g inset), while the current 

changes to rapid growth to 245 mA (t = 8.5 s) at stage 2 with a slope factor of 20. The 

changes in the current in stage 1 and stage 2 correspond to the surface area change. The 

current does not decrease as dramatically as the surface area does at stage 3. The current 

slowly decreases with a slope factor of -1.6. To date, the value of current is a constant 

value of about 70 mA without the LMD under the same conditions (5 V, D = 3.33 cm).  

The current change in stage 3 is unexpected, as the current originates from the 

surface oxidation: 𝐺𝑎 → 𝐺𝑎3+ + 3𝑒−, so the value of the electrical current is always 

considered highly dependent on the size of surface area.183 The change in the deformation 

and electrical current changes can be attributed to interfacial tension gradients induced by 

local potential gradients, which is also known as Marangoni flow,188-189 as shown in 

Figure 5.2a. In the absence of an external power, reactions between the LM and the 

NaOH solution slowly produce negative charges (like [Ga(OH)4]
-), making the LM 

negatively charged with the surface positively charged (first image in Figure 5.2a). The 

equilibrium shape of LM is controlled by the balance between the pressure due to gravity 
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(𝑃𝑔 =  𝜌𝑔ℎ) and interfacial tension (𝑃𝐿 = 𝛾
2

𝑅
), where Pg is the gravity induced pressure, 

ρ is the density of the LM, g is the gravitational acceleration, h is the height of the gravity 

center, PL is the interfacial-tension-induced Laplace pressure, γ is the interfacial tension, 

and R is the radius of the curvature at the edge of the LM. Once an anodic potential is 

applied, the charges on the surface alter from positive to negative (second image in Figure 

5.2a). With external voltage of 5 V, an oxide layer of Ga2O3 is formed on the surface, and 

such surface oxides are known to lower the interfacial tension of the LM. As a result, the 

LM becomes flat immediately due to gravity (Pg = PL, decrease in h and increase in R). 

Moreover, an imbalanced charge distribution is also induced, triggering the deformation 

and propelling the LM towards the cathode. More oxides are formed on the head part 

compared to the rear part of the LM, leading to smaller interfacial tension at the head. 

Thus, the surface oxides as well as electrons flow from the head to the rear, forming a 

Marangoni flow on the surface (third image in Figure 5.2a). Meanwhile, the interfacial 

gradient on the surface generates larger Laplace pressure on the rear (compared to 

pressure of the head part). The pressure difference drives the interior part of the LM to 

flow from the rear to the head. As the head surrounds the cathode, directional locomotion 

with decreased fractals of the rear is observed, indicating the reduced oxidation reaction 

on the surface of the rear at stage 2. Considering the stable value of electrical current at 

stage 3, the surface oxidation might only occur at the head part surrounding the cathode, 

with negligible oxidation on the surface of the rear at stage 3. The ions in solution are 

distributed within the extremely short distance between the LMD and the cathode (fourth 

image in Figure 5.2a), which yields an opposite interior electric field screening the 

external electric field, leading to the ‘screening effect’ on the rear part of the LMD.  
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Figure 5.2. (a) Surface charge distributions and motion analysis of the liquid metal 

droplet. (b) Equivalent circuit of the experimental setup: CA and RA are the electrical-

double-layer capacitance and the charge transfer resistance between the liquid metal and 

the solution; CC and RC are the electrical-double-layer capacitance and charge transfer 

resistance between the copper electrode and the solution; RE is the resistance of the 

electrolyte. The electrical-double-layer is divided into two subregions: the inner compact 

layer (CL) and the outer diffuse layer (DL). (c) Illustration of the charge distributions, 

and (d) the potential drop across the liquid metal and the copper electrode. 

 

The distribution/redistribution of surface charge at the LMD/solution or 

electrode/solution interfaces forms an EDL. These EDLs determine the potential drop at 

the interfaces and are connected in series in the experimental setup, which controls the 

motion of the LMD. An equivalent circuit is introduced for the mechanism analysis, as 

shown in Figure 5.2b. CA and RA are the EDL capacitance and charge transfer resistance 

between the LMD and the solution; CC and RC are the EDL capacitance and charge 

transfer resistance between the copper electrode and the solution; RE is the resistance of 

the electrolyte. Based on the Gouy-Chapman-Stern model, the EDL comprises an 

immobile compact layer (CL) and a mobile diffuse layer (DL).186-187, 190-191 Meanwhile, a 

gallium oxide layer (OL) also forms at the anode, as shown in Figure 5.2c. As these layers 
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are connected in series, the EDL capacitance is calculated as follows: 

 𝐶𝐴
−1 = 𝐶1

−1 + 𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐿
−1 + 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝐿

−1   (5-1) 

 𝐶𝐶
−1 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐿

−1 + 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐿
−1   (5-2) 

where CACL and CADL are the capacitances of the CL and DL at the LMD/solution 

interface, C1 is the capacitance of the gallium oxide layer, CCCL and CCDL are the 

capacitances of the CL and DL at the copper electrode/solution interface. The 

corresponding potential drops of these layers are shown in Figure 5.2d, where 0, 1, d, 

and z is the potential of anode, OL, CL (known as the Stern potential), and DL (known 

as the Zeta potential), respectively.  

Quantitative characterization of the capacitance and potential drop at the anode was 

done for the special OL formed at the anode, as shown in Figure 5.3. The capacitance of 

the OL could be expressed as a parallel plate capacitor:  

 𝐶1 =
𝜀0𝜀1

𝑑1
  (5-3) 

where 𝜀0 is the permittivity of vacuum (8.854 × 10−12𝐶2/(𝑁 ∙ 𝑚2), and 𝜀1 (~10) 

and 𝑑1  are the relative permittivity and the thickness of the Ga2O3. The value of 𝑑1 

increases as the LM moves toward the cathode with as more oxides are formed. To 

estimate the thickness of the OL, Faraday’s law of electrolysis was employed: 

 𝑚 =
𝑀𝑞

𝐹𝑧
=

𝑀

𝐹𝑧
∫ 𝐼(𝑡)𝑑𝑡  (5-4) 

where m is the mass of gallium oxide, M is the molar mass of gallium oxide (187.44 

g/mol), 𝐹 is the Faraday constant (96487 C/mol), 𝑧 is the valence of Ga3+ (z = 3), and I(t) 

is the current as a function of time. To date, the value of I(t) is equal to the measured 

value of current minus the value of the current without liquid metal (~ 70 mA). Thus, the 

moles of Ga3+ are: 

 𝑛 =
𝑚

𝑀
=

∫ 𝐼(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝐹𝑧
  (5-5) 
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and the oxidation rate (RO) is estimated as follows: 

 𝑅𝑂 =
𝑛

𝐴𝑂∆𝑡
  (5-6) 

where AO is the surface area. As liquid metal is ultra-flat when it moves toward the 

cathode, I treat the liquid metal as a 2-layer structure. That is, the value of AO is double 

the statistical value of the surface area. Moreover, the dissolution rate (RD) can be 

estimated by measuring the current and surface area when the liquid metal droplet 

becomes a disk-like shape in the equilibrium state (without directional motion). This 

equilibrium state is realized by the balance of oxidation/dissolution rate: 

 𝑅𝐷 = 𝑅𝑂,   𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖 =
𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖

𝐴𝐷∆𝑡
  (5-7) 

where 𝑅𝑂,   𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖 is the oxidation rate in the equilibrium state. The equilibrium shape 

is obtained with external voltage of 1V (constant current of about 40 mA), and nequi 

represents the moles of Ga3+ formed under this current. This equilibrium shape of the 

liquid metal is regarded as a 3D cylinder, and thus the total surface area AD is estimated 

as follows: 

 𝐴𝐷 = 2𝑆 + 2ℎ√𝜋𝑆  (5-8) 

where S is the measured top surface area (S = 1.5 cm2) and h is the height of liquid 

metal (h ~ 0.2 cm). The calculated values of RO and RD are shown in Figure 5.3a. The 

value of RO is relatively stable at stages 1 and 2, but it goes up almost in an exponential 

manner in stage 3, while the value of RD is assumed to be a constant value throughout the 

motion of LMD. From these values, the thickness of the gallium oxide is estimated by: 

 𝑑1(𝑡) =
𝑀

𝜌
∫ (𝑅𝑂 − 𝑅𝐷)𝑑𝑡

𝑡

0
  (5-9) 

Where 𝜌 is the density of the gallium oxide (6.44 g/cm3). This estimated value is 

the average thickness across the surface, while the experimental observations and 

previous reports indicate that the layer is thicker in areas closer to the cathode. As shown 
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in Figure 5.3b, the thickness of the OL increased almost linearly from monolayer (~ 1 

nm) to 100 nm at t = 8.5 s (the end of stage 2). Then, the thickness of the OL soared to 

500 nm at the end of stage 3 due to the decreased size of the surface area.  

 

 

Figure 5.3. Quantitative characterization of the capacitance and potential drop at the 

anode. (a) oxidation rate and dissolution rate of liquid metal droplet as it moves toward 

the cathode. (b) The corresponding thickness change of the oxide layer, with the inset 

showings the thickness and corresponding linear fitted curve from 0 to 8.5 s. (c) The 

changes of capacitance and (d) potential within the layers in stages 1 and 2. 

 

The thickness of the OL from stage 1 to the end of stage 2 to can be used to 

characterize the changes in capacitance and potential drop, as the LMD completely 
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surrounds the cathode at the end of stage 2. The value of C1 decreases from 8.854 to 0.11 

𝜇𝐹/𝑐𝑚2. Meanwhile, the capacitance of CL could be also expressed as analogous to a 

parallel plate capacitor: 

 𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐿 =
𝜀0𝜀2

𝑑2
  (5-10) 

where 𝜀2 and 𝑑2 are the relative permittivity and the thickness of the compact layer 

(also known as the Stern layer). The calculated values of 𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐿  is 14.76 μF/cm2. For the 

DL, the Poisson-Boltzmann equations are introduced to calculate the capacitance:190 

 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝐿 = √
2𝜀0𝜀𝑠𝑧2𝐹2𝑐0

𝑅𝑇
cosh (

𝑧𝐹𝜑𝑑

2𝑅𝑇
)  (5-11) 

where 𝜀𝑠 is the permittivity of the bulk solution (~70), 𝑧  is the valence of cations 

and anions, 𝐹 is the Faraday constant, 𝑐0 is the concentration of the bulk solution (1000 

mol/m3), R is the gas constant (8.314 J/(mol∙K)), and T is the absolute temperature (~300 

K). The equation could be simplified when the value of d is small (scale of millivolt):  

𝐶𝐴𝐷𝐿 = 2.15 cosh(19.34𝜑𝑑) ≥ 215 𝜇𝐹 𝑐𝑚2⁄ ≫ 𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐿 > 𝐶1 

Considering that these equivalent capacitances are connected in series, the value of 

CADL has a negligible effect on 𝐶𝐴. Thus, the value of CA is mainly dependent on the values 

of CACL and C1: 

 𝐶𝐴 ≈ 𝐶2 = (
1

𝐶1
+

1

𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐿
)

−1

=
𝜀0𝜀1𝜀2

𝑑1𝜀2+𝑑2𝜀1
  (5-12) 

C1 quickly becomes the dominant capacitance as the OL grows thicker, as shown 

in Figure 5.3c. The potential drops within OL and CL are expressed as: 

 𝜑0 − 𝜑1 =
𝜎𝑑1

𝜀0𝜀1
  (5-13) 

 𝜑1 − 𝜑𝑑 =
𝜎𝑑2

𝜀0𝜀2
  (5-14) 

where 𝜎 is the charge density. The potential within DL is highly dependent on the 

potential of OL:187  
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 𝜑𝜁(𝑥) =
2𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
𝑙𝑛

𝑒𝑘𝑥+𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ
𝑧𝐹𝜑𝑑
4𝑅𝑇

𝑒𝑘𝑥−𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ
𝑧𝐹𝜑𝑑
4𝑅𝑇

  (5-15) 

 𝑘 = √
2𝑧2𝐹2𝑐0

𝜀0𝜀𝑠𝑅𝑇
  (5-16) 

where 𝜑𝜁(𝑥) is the potential of the diffuse layer, 1/𝑘 (known as the Debye Length: 

𝜆 = 1/𝑘) is usually defined as the thickness of the diffuse layer, and R is the gas constant, 

while x is the distance to the inner surface of the diffuse layer. The equation of 𝜑𝜁 could 

be simplified for small value of 𝜑𝑑: 

 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ
𝑧𝐹𝜑𝑑

4𝑅𝑇
≈

𝑧𝐹𝜑𝑑

4𝑅𝑇
  (5-17) 

Thus, 𝜑𝜁 is expressed as: 

 𝜑𝜁(𝑥) = 𝜑𝑑𝑒−𝑘𝑥   (5-18) 

When x = 𝜆 = 1/𝑘, the value of the Zeta potential can be derived:  

 𝜑𝜁 =
𝜑𝑑

𝑒
  (5-19) 

Where e is the natural logarithm (≈ 2.71828). The potential drop within DL is:  

 𝜑𝑑 − 𝜑𝜁 =
𝑒−1

𝑒
𝜑𝑑  (5-20) 

As the LMD moves towards the cathode, the ions are pushed within the shortened 

distance between the LM and the cathode. Thus, the values of 𝜑1 , 𝜑𝑑 , and 𝜑𝜁  are 

dynamic. An approximate relationship is built to estimate these values by approximating 

the diffuse layer as a parallel plate capacitor: 

 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝐿 =
𝜎

𝜑𝑑−𝜑𝜁
= 2.15 cosh(19.34𝜑𝑑)  (5-21) 

 𝜎 =
(𝜑0−𝜑𝑑)𝜀0𝜀1𝜀2

𝑑1𝜀2+𝑑2𝜀1
  (5-22) 

The external voltage between the anode and cathode is 5 V, and the potential at 

the anode (𝜑0) is +2.5 V for symmetric system. Thus, I have: 

 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝐿 = 2.15 cosh(19.34𝜑𝑑) =
𝜑0−𝜑𝑑

(10𝑑1+6)×0.7138𝜑𝑑
  (5-23) 
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The potential changes at the interfaces of layers are shown in Figure 5.3d. These 

potentials decrease dramatically once the OL is formed, and they continue to decrease 

slowly as the thickness of the OL increases. The potential drop through the OL increases 

from 1.58 to 2.48 V, while the potential drop through the CL and DL decreases from 0.89 

V to 16 mV. The capacitance and potential drop finally depend on the thickness of the 

OL, which indicates that the oxidation process on the surface dominates the motion of the 

LMD. As the LMD get very close to the cathode at t = 8.5 s (distance within CL and DL), 

however, the electrostatic effect of charges in solution emerges. This effect forms a 

counter electrical field against the external electrical field, and stops the motion of the 

LMD. Under this critical condition, the external electrical field is estimated as:  

 𝐸𝐸𝑋 =
𝜑0

𝑑1,   𝑡=8.5𝑠
  (5-24) 

where 𝑑1,   𝑡=8.5𝑠  is the thickness of the OL at t = 8.5 s. The calculated scale of EEX 

is about 2.5  107 V/m, and it keeps decreasing to about 5  106 V/m as d1 increases to 

500 nm at t = 14.3s. And the inner counter electrical field is estimated as:  

 𝐸𝐼𝑁 =
𝜑1−𝜑𝜁

𝑑2+𝜆
  (5-25) 

Where 𝜆 is the Debye Length with calculated value of 0.3 nm, the value of 𝜑1 − 𝜑𝜁 

is about 16 mV at t = 8.5 s. The calculated scale of EIN is about 1.8 x 107 V/m. Thus, the 

external electrical field decreases as the thickness of OL increases, and it is increasingly 

electrically screened by the inner electrical field within CL and DL. Which forms the 

‘screening effect’ on the rear part of the LMD with decreased oxidation. 

Figure 5.3 shows that the capacitance and potential drop are strongly depends on 

the thickness of the OL, while the thickness of the OL is determined by the electrical 

current. This indicates that the electrical current could be treated as an important clue for 

analyzing the deformation/motion of the LMDs under different external 

voltages/electrical fields. As shown in Figure 5.4, the measured currents under different 
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conditions go through three similar stages that change within the distance from 2 to 5 cm. 

that is, slowly increase in stage 1, dramatically increase in stage 2, and hold a stable value 

or slightly decrease in stage 3. For the distance of 7 cm, the LMDs are unable to reach up 

to the cathode, so only the slow increase of the LMD in this stage is observed.  

 

 

Figure 5.4. The measured electrical currents under different conditions. (a) fixed external 

voltage of 5 V. (b) Fixed electric field of 1.5 V/cm. 
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The corresponding statistical values of the currents under different conditions are 

shown in Figure 5.5. With fixed voltage of 5 V, the currents at each stage decrease with 

distance (initial electrical field decrease from 2.5 to 0.7 V/cm), while with initial electrical 

field fixed at 1.5 V/cm, the currents at each stage increase with distance (external voltage 

increase from 3 to 10.5 V), as shown in Figure 5.5a. The magnitude difference of the 

decrement/increment of current at each stage indicates that the external voltage plays a 

more significant role during the deformation. The slopes of the curves for the electrical 

currents at each stage were also calculated, as shown in Figure 5.5b. At stage 1, all the 

slopes of electrical current increase with external voltage or initial electrical field on the 

same scale, while the value of the slope increases more significantly with increasing 

voltage than increasing electrical field at stage 2. The difference in the slope change might 

be attributed to the different driving forces at stages 1 and 2, since the electrical current 

increases with surface area at these two stages. At stage 1, the motion of the LMD is 

mainly driven by the difference in the interfacial tension, because the OL dramatically 

reduces the interfacial tension to an extremely low value (scale of 10-5 mN/m) once the 

external voltage exceeds the critical value (~1 V for the equilibrium state). Thus, the 

interfacial tension of the LMDs under different conditions (voltage ≥ 3 V) is on the same 

scale, and so is the driving force. This can be verified by the similar velocities of the 

LMDs under different conditions at stage 1, with a value of about 0.2 cm/s. When the 

LMDs move closer to the cathode at stage 2, the electric field force, which is derived from 

the increasing external electric field, starts to play a more influential role, and finally 

becomes the dominant driving force before the external electric field is electrically 

screened by the inner electrical fields within the CL and DL, which leads to the surge in 

the values of velocity and current in stage 2. The slope change under different conditions 

at stage 2 is influenced by the external electric field. At stage 3, the values of slopes are 
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small and remain stable near zero, indicating that the ‘screening effect’ prevents the LM 

from further oxidation. 

 

 

Figure 5.5. (a) Statistical data and (b) calculated curves for the slopes of the electrical 

current changes at each stage under different experimental conditions.  

 

To furtherly demonstrate the unique deformation and ‘screening effect’ of the 

LMD, more experiments were conducted with multi-LMDs. As shown in Figure 5.6a, 

two LMDs are both connected to the anode (5 V) with the same distance to cathode (D = 

3.33 cm). The time-evolution images of the deformation of the two LMDs are shown in 

Figure 5.6b. Once the external voltage is applied, the two LMDs become flat 

immediately and start to deform. These two LMDs compete as they move toward cathode, 

during which one LMD wins the competition and moves faster toward the cathode (the 

left LMD in my case). When the faster one arrives at the cathode, the deformation of the 

slower one is retarded. As the faster one surrounds the cathode from t = 9.9 to 18.4 s, the 

slower one even retracts to the anode, indicating the decreased oxidation of the slower 
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LMD. Once the faster one leaves the anode, the faster one comes into contact with the 

cathode and becomes a part of cathode at t = 19.3 s. Meanwhile, the slower one 

immediately spreads out with dramatic deformation. To reveal the underlying mechanism 

of this unique motion, the electrical currents were measured, as shown in Figure 5.6c and 

d. A1 and A2 represent the electrical current of the faster LMD and slower LMD, 

respectively. During the competition stage, the values of A1 and A2 are stable, and the 

value of A1 is slightly larger than that of A2. When the faster LMD starts to surround the 

cathode, the value of A1 significantly increases from 165 to 270 mA, while the value of 

A2 gradually decreases from 145 to 60 mA (equivalent to the slower LMD with oxidation 

voltage of about 1.3 V). Then, the values of A1 and A2 remain constant until the faster 

LMD breaks from the anode, at which the value of A1 immediately drops to nearly zero, 

while A2 simultaneously increases to an extremely high value. Moreover, the statistical 

data on the surface areas of these two LMDs demonstrate a similar change with the 

electrical current, as shown in Figure 5.6e. The deformation and the electrical current 

changes of the faster LMD are the same as with one LMD. When the faster LMD fully 

surrounds the cathode, the electrical current does not decrease with surface area, also 

indicating the ‘screening effect’ on the rear part of the faster LMD. Most importantly, the 

slower LMD retracts to the anode with decreasing electrical current as the faster LMD 

surrounds the cathode, which fully confirms the ‘screening effect’ (induced by the faster 

LMD) on the slower LMD. This is convincing evidence that, once the LMD fully 

surrounds the cathode, the surrounding LMD blocks the external electrical field like a 

Faraday cage, forming the ‘screening effect’ outside the blocking zone. This unique 

deformation process and the ‘screening effect’ are also observed for a three-LMD 

experimental setup. 
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Figure 5.6. (a) The configuration of the two droplets. (b) Photographs show the 

deformation of the two liquid metal droplets. (c) Equivalent circuit of two droplets system 

for the measurement of electrical current. (d) The electrical current and (e) the changes in 

surface areas of the two liquid metal droplets. 

 

Moreover, when the two LMDs are arranged to arrive at the cathode at almost the 

same time (e.g., the right side of petri dish is slightly tilted, as shown in Figure 5.7a), the 

observed experimental phenomenon is different.  The photographs in Figure 5.7b show 

that, as the two LMDs meet each other at the cathode at t = 8.3 s, no further oxidation of 

either LMD is observed. On the contrary, the surface areas of the two LMDs both 

decrease. Neither of them shows significant oxidation surrounding the cathode nor 

retraction to anode like the two LMDs in Figure 5.6. The head parts of the two LMDs 

remaining contact with each other, while the rear parts of the two LMDs keep flowing to 

the heads, until the left droplet completely leaves the anode and breaks into a spherical 

structure at t = 11.67 s. Significant oxidation of the right LMD is observed 

simultaneously. This process is the result of the mutual influence of the ‘screening effect’ 

of the two LMDs, during which the two LMDs stop further oxidation and touch each 
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other without merging. They can be easily separated by moving the cathode, however, 

and then their deformation is reactivated, as shown in Figure 5.7c. The two LMDs deform 

and follow the cathode, and they can be controlled to touch/separate from each other by 

adjusting the position of the cathode. The deformation process of the two LMDs is 

analogous to the contact inhibition of cell growth,192-193 and they stop deforming/growing 

once they are in contact. The cathode plays the role of ‘energy’ for the cell, and the two 

LMDs chase the cathode for deformation energy. The LMDs regain the ability to 

deform/grow once they are separated by the moving cathode. This unique behavior is also 

observed for the multi-LMD experimental setup with moving cathode. The ‘screening 

effect’ induced analogous contact inhibition behavior might unlock the potential 

biological applications of multi-LMDs. 

 

 

Figure 5.7. (a) The configuration when the right side of the petri dish is titled. (b) The 

images show that the two droplets arrive at the static cathode at almost the same time with 

different deformation behavior. (c) The two droplets are manipulated (contact/separated) 

by the moving cathode. 

 

5.4 Conclusion and Potential applications 
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In this work, a novel deformation phenomenon of liquid metals has been 

demonstrated, and the potential applications were also explored. The liquid metal droplet 

unexpectedly surrounds the cathode without merging during the deformation process. 

This behavior yields a huge inner electrical field and forms a screening effect within the 

distance of the electrical-double-layer, which prevents the droplet or other droplets 

outside the screening zone from undergoing further oxidation. Moreover, the interplay of 

the screening effect within multi-droplets was also observed by arranging the droplets so 

that they arrived at the cathode at the same time. The droplets remained in contact with 

each other without merging and stopped the oxidation process, which is analogous to 

contact inhibition in cell biology. The oxidation was restarted when the droplets were 

separated by moving the cathode. This unique screening effect expands the potential 

application of liquid metal in a liquid system, and could be regarded as mimicking the 

biological motion. 
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Chapter 6. Controllable Heartbeat Effect of Liquid Metal 

6.1 Abstract 

Fluid oscillations have great importance in both fundamental research and practical 

applications. How to control the oscillations and realize regular motion has been attracting 

intensive attention. In previous work, the regular heartbeat effect of liquid metal was 

achieved by shape shifting with a voltage simulation. In this work, the experimental setup 

is modified for easier implementation. The heartbeat effect of liquid metal droplets with 

different sizes is stimulated by a small voltage of 1.5 V with various electrode positions. 

A beating factor k, the ratio of the height to the diameter of droplets, is defined to 

characterize the periodic process within the balance between gravity and interfacial 

tension. This work optimizes the heartbeat effect of liquid metal and provides a 

fundamental insight into beating process, as well as enabling potential fluidic and bionic 

applications, such as liquid actuators/pumps and soft robots. 

 

6.2 Importance and Realization of Controllable Heartbeat Motion 

Liquid motion is common in daily life, and how to control the liquid motion has 

long been important in engineering, fluid dynamics applications and other fundamental 

research.194-197 Liquid shows directional locomotion in designed channels or surfaces,198 

and acoustical/electrical/magnetic/optical methods are also applied to control the liquid 

motion.199-207 Among these methods, electrochemical/chemo-mechanical manipulation is 

a high effective method with low cost to control liquid motion, especially when the 

surface properties of the liquid are adjustable.208-210 The liquid motion can be easily 

controlled by changing the surface state. In this context, liquid metal (LM), metallic fluid, 

is attracting intensive attention due to its unique interfacial properties for controllable 

motion with electrochemical manipulation.8, 10, 25, 44, 163 
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LMs, especially gallium based LMs (gallium, indium gallium alloy, and galinstan), 

are cutting-edge materials with promise for soft composite structures,2, 92, 102, 211-213 micro-

fluids,35, 44, 154 core-shell structures,14, 20 and biological applications,124, 214 due to their 

unique properties combining conductivity, fluidity, and low toxicity. Moreover, the oxide 

layer, which can be dissolved either in acid or base solution,28, 154 can be electrochemically 

manipulated, leading to various novel fluidic phenomena.164-166, 181 Among these, the 

heartbeat effect,166 the periodic beating motion of a liquid metal droplet (LMD) with a 

voltage stimulation, is eye-catching due to its potential applications in fluid-based timers, 

actuators, and bionics. 

Unlike the chaotic beating of mercury (high toxicity), the periodic beating of LM is 

controllable. Here, in this work, the heartbeat effect of LMDs is demonstrated with 

different sizes stimulated by a small voltage of 1.5 V (low energy consumption) with 

various electrode positions. The LMD deforms from spherical to another shape and 

recovers periodically during the beating process. The beating frequency, which is related 

to different shapes of LMD, is controllable from 2 to 6 Hz. The underlying beating 

mechanism is the dynamic balance between the electrochemically manipulated interfacial 

tension and gravity. A shape-related beating factor, which is the ratio of the height to the 

diameter of LMD, is defined as k, where the height and diameter stands for gravity and 

interfacial tension, respectively. This work provides a fundamental way to understand the 

shape-related heartbeat effect of liquids, and enables potential fluidic and bionic 

applications, such as liquid actuators/pumps and soft robots. 

 

6.3 Optimized Experimental Setup and Heartbeat Process 

The LMD is immersed in NaOH solution in a horizontal petri dish, confined by an 

insulator, as illustrated in Figure 6.1a. The anode is attached to the top of the LMD while 
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the cathode is placed in NaOH solution with a distance of 5 cm between electrodes. 

Periodic beating of the LMD is observed under external voltage of 1.5 V. When the anode 

touches the LMD, the LMD moves downward and leaves the anode instead of merging 

with the anode. Then, the LMD moves back to its initial position and come into contact 

with the anode, forming the periodic beating. The underlying mechanism is that when the 

LMD touches the anode, electrochemical oxidation takes place on the surface of the 

LMD, resulting in the decrease of its interfacial tension (𝛾) of LMD. The equilibrium 

shape of LMD is achieved by the balance between gravitational pressure (𝑃𝑔 =  𝜌𝑔ℎ) and 

the Laplace pressure induced by interfacial tension (𝑃𝐿 = 𝛾
2

𝑅
), where Pg is the gravity 

induced pressure, ρ is the density of the LM, g is the gravitational acceleration, h is the 

height of the center of gravity, PL is Laplace pressure induced by the interfacial tension, 

γ is the interfacial tension, and R is the radius of curvature at the edge of the LM. The 

value of the Laplace pressure decreases with the interfacial tension. Thus, the value of the 

gravitational pressure also decreases to reach a new balanced state, which manifests as a 

decreased value of the height (h) of the droplet. When the LMD leaves the anode, the 

surface oxides dissolve in NaOH, and the interfacial tension is then recovered. As a result, 

the LMD bounces back to the anode, as shown in Figure 6.1b. The movements of the 

LMD are cyclic with a specific frequency, which forms the periodic heart-beating effect. 

Figure 6.1c shows front-view images of the LMD and anode. The vertical cylinder part 

is the fixed anode, while the moving surface is the top of the LMD. The LMD comes into 

contact with and separates from the anode without any merge observed. Figure 6.1d 

shows top-view images of the experimental setup, the ring surrounding the LMD is the 

insulator confining. The LMD retains its spherical shape with changing diameter during 

the beating process. The LMD expands with increasing diameter when it leaves the anode, 

while the LMD shrinks with decreasing diameter when it bounces back to the anode. 
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Moreover, a groove on the top of the LMD is observed as the LMD bounces back, 

indicating that the moving LMD exceeds the original height of the LMD at the initial 

stage without voltage. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Working mechanism of the periodic beating effect of liquid metal. (a) 

Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. (b) Schematic illustration of interfacial-

tension-induced beating process. (c) Front and (d) top-view real-time images of THE 

beating effect of liquid metal.  

 

To describe the heart-beating effect in detail, the statistical data on the distance 

between the LMD and the anode, and the diameter change were collected, as shown in 

Figure 6.2a and b. The original diameter of the LMD (without voltage) is 14 mm, 

confined by a ring of 16 mm in diameter. The vertical displacement of LMD is defined 

relative to the fixed anode. That is, when the value of displacement is zero, the top of the 

LMD is in contact with the anode. The negative values of displacement indicates that the 

LMD deforms and moves beneath the anode. The descending part of the displacement 

curve in Figure 6.2a means that the LMD leaves the anode and moves downward, while 

the rising part indicate that the LMD bounces back to the anode. Once the external voltage 

is on, the LMD starts the beating process, and a stable periodic beating effect is observed 

after unsteady beating in the initial stage. The amplitude for the periodic beating stage 
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reaches up to 1 mm. Figure 6.2b shows the diameter change of the LMD during the 

beating process, where the diameter expands from 13.9 to 14.6 mm. The blue and purple 

dashed lines delineate the specific part of the displacement and diameter waveform shown 

in Figure 6.2c and d, respectively. The waveforms are both well fitted by the same sine 

function with frequency of about 6 Hz. Figure 6.2 demonstrates that, for an LMD with 

diameter of 14 mm, regular periodic beating process with fixed frequency of 6 Hz is 

achieved under 1.5 V external voltage in NaOH. 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Statistical data for displacement (a) and diameter change (b) of the periodic 

beating of liquid metal with size of 14 mm at the position of 0 mm, the confinement ring 

16 mm in size, inset photographs show the heart-beating phenomenon. The blue and 

purple dashed lines delineate the specific parts of displacement and diameter waveform 

shown in c and d, respectively. (c, d) The waveform is well fitted by the sine function 
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with frequency of about 6 Hz. 

 

To realize a controllable heart beating effect, that is, a stable periodic beating 

process with controllable frequency, LMDs with different diameters from 8.5 to 14 mm 

were used in the following experiments. Figure 6.3a shows the displacement of LMDs, 

which decreases with their diameter. The curve for each LMD indicates that the stability 

also decreases with the diameter of the LMD. However, the diameter changes of the 

LMDs are slightly different, as shown in Figure 6.3b. The diameter changes stand for the 

value of the real-time diameter minus the original diameter. The diameter changes remain 

almost the same as the diameter decreases from 14 to 10 mm. Then, a sudden drop is 

observed when the diameter further decreases to 8.5 mm. The curves of diameter changes 

also indicate that the stability decreases with the diameter. The corresponding statistical 

data on the displacement and diameter changes of LMDs with different diameters are 

shown in Figure 6.3c. Moreover, the beating frequency for each LMD is also analyzed 

in Figure 6.3d. Surprisingly, the frequency for LMDs with different diameters does not 

show any diameter-dependent increase or decrease. The frequency changes within only 1 

Hz as the diameter changes by 6 mm. Figure 6.3 shows that the diameter of the LMD 

determines the stability of the periodic beating process, while the frequency is 

independent of the diameter (size) of the LMD. 
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Figure 6.3. Periodic beating effect for LMDs with different diameters from 8.5 to 14 mm 

with (a) different displacements and (b) various diameter changes. (c) The displacement 

and diameter changes, as well as (d) the frequency changes. 

 

Thus, a new approach was developed to realize the periodic beating effect with 

controllable frequency. That is, changing the initial position of anode for the cyclic 

movements. The top of the LMD with deformation was defined as the zero point. When 

the anode is in contact with the LMD at the point, the value of the anode position (PA) is 

defined as PA = 0 mm. The negative value of PA indicates that the anode moves downward 

to trigger the beating process, as shown in Figure 6.4a. The anode position varies from 0 

to -2 mm. Once the voltage is on, the anode is then fixed during each periodic beating 

process. The displacement, which is still defined as the distance between the top surface 

of the LMD and anode is shown in Figure 6.4b. The displacement remains the periodic 

with stable change at PA = -0.5 mm, while the LMD starts to bounce back over the position 
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of the anode. When PA further decreases to -1.0 mm, instability in the beating process 

emerges. Most displacement of the LMD is recorded within the range of -1.5 to -0.5 mm, 

while some large displacements accompanied by wider peaks are observed when the 

LMD bounces back to the position of zero point. The results indicate that every time the 

LMD bounces back, it moves upward over the anode position at PA = -1.0 cm. These 

wider peaks result in a decrease of the beating frequency. When PA = -1.5 mm, the LMD 

still shows periodic beating but with a further decreased frequency, and the displacement 

becomes more unsteady. That is, the amplitude of the displacement changes from smallest 

value of 0.75 mm (with the position from -0.75 to 0 mm) to the biggest value of 2.5 mm 

(with the position from -2.0 to +0.5 mm). The width change of each peak is consistent 

with displacement change. For most beating, the LMD moves within the range from -1.75 

to -0.25 mm, during which the LMD moves downward for a short displacement reaching 

the position of -1.75 mm, but the distance for downward motion is only 0.25 mm. Then, 

the LMD bounces back a long distance to the position of -0.25 mm, while the distance for 

upward motion reaches 1.5 mm, which is 6 times that for downward motion. The results 

show that the anode is immersed in the LMD without merging for most of their time 

during the beating process. When PA = -2.0 mm, the difference in amplitude of 

displacement is more significant. The displacement changes within the range from -2.5 

to +0.5 mm. Moreover, dual peaks of curves are observed in a single cycle, and the time 

interval for dual peaks is almost double the time interval for a single peak. The beating 

process is roughly composed of two kinds of peaks with different width. The amplitude 

of displacement is further enlarged (from -4.5 to -0.5 mm) when PA = -2.5 cm, with 

decreased frequency. The difference for the two kinds of peaks, including displacement 

amplitude and frequency between each cycle, is more significant. When the anode is 

placed at -3.0 cm, however, the amplitude of the displacement dramatically decreases 
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within changes from -4 to -2 cm while the frequency keeps decreasing. 

Moreover, the statistical data for diameter changes at each position of the anode, as 

shown in Figure 6.4c, was also collected. The LMD remains a spherical structure for PA 

from 0 to -1.0 mm, and the even changes in the diameter show the stable and periodic 

beating process at these positions, while some uneven changes with higher peaks start to 

emerge at PA = -1.0 mm. Moreover, the uneven changes of diameter become more 

significant at PA = -1.5 mm, and they turn into chaotic beating at PA = -2.0 mm. The 

uneven change of diameter is manifested as an elliptical shape of the LMD, which is the 

dominant structure of the LMD at PA = -2.0 mm. The elliptical shapes are shown as the 

error bars in the diameter curves at PA = -1.5 and -2.0 mm. When PA = -2.5 mm, the 

statistical diameter is no longer applicable, as a new triangular shape of LMD emerges 

during the beating process. The LMD deforms between circular/elliptical and triangular 

shapes, leading to violent and chaotic beating, which is also responsible for the largest 

change in amplitude of displacement. When PA = -3.0 cm, the LMD forms a new hybrid 

structure instead of deforming between different shapes. As shown in the inset image, the 

hybrid structure is composed of a circular shape for top half and triangular shape for the 

bottom half. When the triangular part occasionally turns into the circular shape, the 

beating process stops. That is what happens at PA = -3.5 mm, where the LMD stops 

beating as it deforms in larger circular shape and fully fills the confine. 
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Figure 6.4. Periodic beating effect with different anode positions. (a) Schematic diagram 

of the anode-position-dependent beating process, with a negative value indicating that the 

anode moves downward. Corresponding displacement (b) and diameter (c) of LMDs at 

different position. 

 

By changing the anode position, the beating frequency of an LMD is controllable 

with a synchronous morphological transformation process. The beating shape experiences 

circular, elliptical, triangular, and hybrid structures as the anode position moves 

downward. The beating motion of LMDs with different sizes and with different anode 

positions were also explored to further demonstrate the variable beating with different 

frequency and morphology, as well as the correlation between frequencies and 

morphologies. The corresponding statistical data on displacement and frequency were 

collected, as shown in Figure 6.5. The displacement of different LMDs shows the same 

trend, that is, the displacement first increases, reaching a maximum value at a certain 

anode position. Then, it immediately decreases to zero, as in Figure 6.5a. The value of 

the anode position for maximum displacement increases with droplet size. The 

corresponding frequency of the beating process, which decreases with droplet size all the 
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way to zero, can be divided into three modes. As shown in Figure 6.5b, modes I, II, and 

III stand for the beating shape difference of LMDs, which are circular/elliptical, 

elliptical/triangular, and hybrid shapes, respectively. Mode I is located in the area before 

maximum displacement, in which the beating shape changes form a circle to an ellipse. 

In this mode, the beating process is stable and lasts for a long time with typical frequency 

from 6 to 4 Hz. Mode II is at the position of maximum displacement, where the beating 

shapes shifts between ellipse and triangle. The beating process is violent, and a beating 

break is observed during shape shift, with typical frequency of around 3 Hz. In the case 

of mode III, which is in the region after the maximum displacement, the LMD forms a 

hybrid structure composed of part circle (greater deformation compared to the circular 

shape in mode I) and part triangle. The beating frequency in this mode depends on the 

ratio of circle to triangle. That is, the beating frequency decreases with the increase of the 

circle to triangle ratio until the beating stops at the fully deformed circular shape. The 

typical frequency for this mode is lower than 2.5 Hz. 

 

Figure 6.5. (a) Displacement and (b) frequency of LMDs of different sizes with different 

anode positions. Modes I, II, and III stand for different beating shapes of LMDs, which 

are circular/elliptical, elliptical/triangular, and hybrid shapes, respectively. 

 

During the beating process of an LMD, the diameter and height of the LMD change 
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in opposite ways. That is, when the LMD moves downward, the diameter increases while 

the height decreases, and vice versa when the LMD bounces upward. The equilibrium 

shape of the LM is controlled by the balance between gravity (spreading force) and the 

Laplace pressure (restoring force) induced by interfacial tension. The maximum 

gravitational pressure at the crest of the LMD is as follows: 

 𝑃𝑔 ≈  𝜌𝑔ℎ  (6-1) 

The Laplace pressure is: 

 𝑃𝐿 ≈ 𝛾
2

𝑅
  (6-2) 

where Pg is the gravitational pressure, ρ is the density of the LM, g is the 

gravitational acceleration, h is the height of the LMD, PL is the interfacial tension induced 

Laplace pressure, γ is the interfacial tension, and R is the radius of curvature at the crest 

of the LMD. For small LMDs that form quasi-spherical structured: 

 𝑅 ≈
ℎ

2
  (6-3) 

Thus, for every balanced state (𝑃𝑔 = 𝑃𝐿) with specific interfacial tension, the height 

of the LMD: 

 ℎ ≈ √
4𝛾

𝜌𝑔
  (6-4) 

For a static LMD without external power, the calculated value of h is about 6 mm. 

That is, for a quasi-spherical structure of an LMD, the height of the LMD is under the 

value for the equilibrium state. The shape of an LMD deforms, however, as LMD 

becomes larger. The height of an LMD slowly increases with the volume of the LMD, the 

diameter (d), however, increases faster with the volume compared to the height, changing 

the quasi-spherical structure to an elliptical shape. The radius of the curvature at the crest 

of the LMD varies in the region: 

 𝑅 >
𝑑

2
>

ℎ

2
  (6-5) 
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The relationship between height and diameter is set as: 

 ℎ = 𝑘𝑑, (0 < 𝑘 ≤ 1)  (6-6) 

where k is defined as beating factor, the ration of the height to the diameter of the 

LMD for heartbeat process. This is because the gravity depends on the height, while the 

interfacial tension is represented by the diameter. The value of k reflects the relationship 

bewteen gravity and interfacial tension. And the value of k = 1 represents the quasi-

spherical structure of an LMD, thus: 

 ℎ ≤ √
4𝑘𝛾

𝜌𝑔
≤ 6 𝑚𝑚  (6-7) 

The changes in the height and height-diameter ratio of a static LMD in the 

equilibrium state are shown in Figure 6.6. The statistical data on height of an LMD is 

fitted well by an exponential growth function (black curve): 

 ℎ = 6.5 − 6.16 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑑

6.77 ≤ 6.5 𝑚𝑚  (6-8) 

which is consistent with my calculations within the margin of error. The statistical 

data on the h/d ratio (k) is fitted well by an exponential decay function (blue curve in 

Figure 6.6): 

 𝑘 = 0.2 + 0.86 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑑

10 ≥ 0.2  (6-9) 

Thus, for a static droplet without external voltage, the threshold value of k is 0.2 for 

a balanced state. 
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Figure 6.6. Height-diameter ratio of a static LMD in the equilibrium state due to the 

balance between gravitational pressure and Laplace pressure induced by interfacial 

tension. 

 

A lower value of k is expected, however, when external voltage is applied, since the 

voltage induced electrochemical oxidation process on the surface of the LMD decreases 

the surface tension. Thus, a new balanced state will be achieved with lower shifting of the 

critical value of k. Once k reaches the threshold value, the LMD is expected to 

demonstrate a similar static balanced state even with external voltage. As mentioned 

above, the threshold value of k is reached by moving the anode downward to a critical 

value, until the LMD loses the ability to deform and keeps in contact with the anode, 

realizing the new static balance state. The critical value of the anode position varies for 

different LMDs with different sizes. With the position of the anode between zero and the 

critical value, variable beating motions are observed with different amplitudes and 

frequencies. Thus, the value of k for different LMDs with changing position of the anode 

has been collected for better analysis, as shown in Figure 6.7. The blue curve represents 
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the k value change of static state droplets without external voltage, while the new static 

state is achieved by the balance between gravity and reduced interfacial tension. The red 

points are where the LMDs stop beating at the critical anode position (see Figure 6.5). 

The heartbeat region between the two static states is divided into three modes based on 

beating amplitude and frequency. These beating curves are roughly fitted by the same 

exponential decay function as static state droplets without external voltage (blue curve) 

as follows: 

 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒: 𝑘𝑠 = 0.2 + 0.86 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑑

10   (6-11) 

 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐼: 𝑘𝐼 = 0.11 + 0.86 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑑

10   (6-12) 

 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐼𝐼: 𝑘𝐼𝐼 = 0.05 + 0.86 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑑

10   (6-13) 

 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐼𝐼𝐼: 𝑘𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 0.01 + 0.86 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑑

10   (6-14) 

When 𝑘𝐼 < 𝑘 < 𝑘𝑠, a beating process with circular/elliptical shape of LMDs at the 

frequency of 4-6 Hz is observed. When 𝑘𝐼𝐼 < 𝑘 < 𝑘𝐼, the beating shape transforms to 

elliptical/triangular with frequency of about 3 Hz, while for 𝑘𝐼𝐼𝐼 < 𝑘 < 𝑘𝐼𝐼 , LMDs 

deform in a hybrid shape with frequency lower than 2.5 Hz. When the value of k is lower 

than kIII, the LMDs become flat and stop the heartbeat process, which indicates that the 

interfacial tension is extremely low, resulting in flowing shapeless LM. These typical 

curves can be used to predict the beating process of an LMD with specific height and 

diameter. 
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Figure 6.7. Statistical value of k for LMDs with different size beating at different anode 

position (PA). The blue curve represents the k value change of static state droplets without 

external voltage, while the new static state is achieved by the balance between gravity 

and reduced interfacial tension. The heartbeat region between the two static states is 

divided into three modes based on beating amplitude and frequency. 

 

6.4 Conclusion and Prospect 

In this work, the heartbeat effect of liquid metal droplets is optimized, and droplets with 

different sizes stimulated by a small voltage of 1.5 V with various electrode positions are 

presented. The beating process with different amplitudes and frequencies is systematical 

studied by setting experimental variables. An intuitive visual connection between the 

beating shapes and frequency is built. LMD deforms from spherical to other shapes (i.e., 

elliptical, triangular and hybrid) and recovers periodically during the beating process. The 

beating frequency, which is related to different shapes of the LMD, is controllable from 

2 to 6 Hz. A beating factor k, the ratio of the height to the diameter of droplets, is also 

defined to characterize the periodic process within the balance between gravity and 

interfacial tension. The curves of the values of k for different beating modes, which are 
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fitted by an exponential decay function, have been developed to predict the beating 

process for an LMD with a specific height and diameter. This work provides a 

fundamental insight into the beating process, as well as enabling potential fluidic and 

bionic applications, such as liquid actuators/pumps and soft robots.  
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Prospect 

7.1 Major Conclusions 

In this doctoral work, emerging fluidic and electrochemical properties of gallium-

based liquid metal are explored. Novel new phenomena are observed, and potential 

corresponding applications are proposed. The new screening effect, optimized heartbeat 

effect, and non-contact manipulation of liquid metal wires are systematically studied with 

thorough analysis of underlying mechanism. The major conclusions are as follows: 

1. I discovered that the liquid metal streams could be formed with the help of 

electrochemical oxidation by overcoming the Rayleigh–Plateau instability. 

Moreover, I explored a non-contact manipulation of the freefalling cylindrical 

streams of liquid metals into unique shapes, such as levitated loops and squares. 

Such cylindrical streams can be formed in aqueous media by electrochemically 

lowering the interfacial tension. The electrochemical reactions require an electrical 

current that flows through the streams, making them susceptible to Lorentz forces. 

Consequently, varying the position and shape of a magnetic field relative to the 

stream controls these forces. Moreover, the movement of the metal stream relative 

to the magnetic field induces significant forces arising from Lenz’s law that cause 

the manipulated streams to levitate in unique shapes. The ability to control streams 

of liquid metals in a non-contact manner will enable new strategies for shaping 

electronically conductive fluids for advanced manufacturing and dynamic electronic 

structures. 

2. I demonstrated the screening effect which prevented the further oxidation of liquid 

metals. The screening effect is induced when a liquid metal droplet deforms and 

surrounds the cathode in an electrical circuit, yielding a huge inner electric field 

within the electrical-double-layer to counter the external electric field. Analogous 
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contact inhibition behavior of multi-droplets triggered by the screening effect was 

also observed. The droplets were arranged to arrive at the cathode at the same time 

(e.g., tilted substrate), and they came into contact with each other without merging 

and stopped their deformation. Once they were separated by moving the cathode, 

the deformation process was restarted.  

3. I optimized the controllable heart beating effect of liquid metal. In this work, the 

experimental setup is modified for easier implementation compared to previous 

report. The heartbeat effect of liquid metal droplets with different sizes were 

stimulated by a small voltage of 1.5 V with various electrode positions. A beating 

factor k, the ratio of the height to the diameter of the droplets, was defined to 

characterize the periodic process within the balance between gravitational pressure 

and interfacial tension. This work optimizes the heartbeat effect of liquid metal, and 

provides a fundamental insight into the beating process, as well as enabling potential 

fluidic and bionic applications, such as liquid actuators/pumps and soft robots.  

 

7.2 Prospect and Challenges 

As liquid metals and alloys possess simultaneous fluidic and metallic properties, 

endowing them various novel properties as well as potential applications. The intrinsic 

functions such as he unusual rheological properties, wettability, and core-shell structure 

make liquid metals unique. This thesis tried to explore the liquid metal actuation based 

on the unique rheological properties and electrochemically controlled surface state of 

liquid metal, thereby discovering new fluid dynamic phenomenon and realizing 

manipulation if fluids. These actuations might provide new mechanism for novel fluid 

properties, lay the foundation for precisely manipulation of fluidic motion, and pave the 

way for new strategies of shaping useful metallic shapes/soft robots. However, how to 
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realize these actuations in more precise ways is still a major challenge in future. And the 

challenge could be subdivided into specific issues to be solved. That is, 1) the precise 

control and characterization of the surface tension of liquid metal, 2) stable and 

sustainable manipulation of liquids in controllable temporal and spatial scales to build 

universal ways for fluidic manipulation, 3) associated liquid metal with traditional liquids 

and metals for a broader range of potential practical use. And my following work will 

focus on theses issues and try to explore the liquid metal actuation in a broader and more 

accurate way, and finally contribute to useful applications of liquid metal. 
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